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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Theatre, Dance, Dance/Movement Therapy and Counseling, 
Radio, Television, Audio Arts & Acoustics, 
Science and Mathematics 
Saturday, May 5, 2012, 9:00 a.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2012 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall . Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R& B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Pop Rock Ensemble: Showcase (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESS IONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk 1his Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Nicole Meyer{' 12) 
Steve Saenz (' 12) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretat ion 
INTRODUCTION 
David Berner, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Radio Departrn ent 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2012 
Scenes From Our 2012 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Cooper Michael Rich {' 12) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composit ion for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Phil Ramone. Music Producer 
Presented by Pantelis Vassilakis, Chair, Audio Arts and Acoustics Department 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Deadman 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensen1ble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2012 VALEDICTORIAN 
Megan Baim, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
John Green, Chair, Theatre Department 
AWA RDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean. School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUS IC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don ·1 Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Arts, Entertainment, & Media Management, 
Marketing Communication 
Saturday, May 5, 2012, 12:30 p.m. 
PRES H OW 
The 2012 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensernble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Pop Rock Ensemble: Showcase (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESS IONAL 
March of the Colu1nbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
4 
Li~ Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Nicole Meyer ('12) 
Steve Saenz(' 12) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
David Berner, Presiding 
Associate Professor. Radio Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2012 
Scenes From Our 2012 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Cooper Michael Rich ('12) 
David McHugh. Director. Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Lee Flaherty, CEO. Flair Communications Agency 
Presented by Shanita Akintonde, Associate Professor, Marketing Communication 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Deadman 
Perlormed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter. President 
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Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Nicole Meyer ('12) 
Steve Saenz ('12) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
David Berner, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Radio Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2012 
Scenes From Our 2012 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Cooper Michael Rich ('12) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Photographer 
Presented by Natasha Egan, Director, Museum of Contemporary Photography 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Deadman 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
8 
Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Fashion Studies, Photography, ASL - English Interpretation, 
Humanities, History & Social Sciences: 
Cultural Studies, Education 
Saturday, May 5, 2012, 4:00 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2012 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Pop Rock Ensemble: Showcase (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESS IONAL 
Marcil of tile Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Nicole Meyer ('12) 
Steve Saenz ('12) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
David Berner, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Radio Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2012 
Scenes From Our 2012 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Cooper Michael Rich ('12) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Photographer 
Presented by Natasha Egan, Director, Museum of Contemporary Photography 
MUSIC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Deadman 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PRESIDENT IAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
8 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 20 12 VALEDICTORIAN 
Lindsey Meyer, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Fashion Design 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Debra Riley Parr, Chair, Fashion Studies 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Lana Bramlette (BA '97) 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love. Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Film & Video 
Sunday, May 6, 2012, 9:00 a.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2012 Comrnencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Pop Rock Ensemble: Showcase (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
10 
Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Nicole Meyer ('12) 
Steve Saenz (' 12) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Yolanda Joe, Presiding 
Associate Professor. Journalism 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2012 
Scenes From Our 2012 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competi tion Winner, Cooper Michael Rich ('12) 
David McHugh, Director. Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb. Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISH ED HONORS 
Steve James, Documentary Filmmaker 
Presented by Bruce Sheridan, Chair. Film & Video Department 
MUSIC 
Listen to tile Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Dead man 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
P RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2012 VALEDICTOR IAN 
Kevin Pohl, Va ledictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Film & Video 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/ Interim Provost 
Robin Bargar, Dean, School of Media Arts 
Bruce Sheridan, Chair, Film & Video Department 
ALU MNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Marlon West (BA '85) 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar, Dean, School of Media Arts 
M USIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and tile Columbia College Gospel Clloir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Git Sassy 
By 7had Jones 
12 
Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
Art + Design, Interactive Arts & Media 
Sunday, May 6, 2012, 12:30 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2012 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens. Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Pop Rock Ensemble: Showcase (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk Jhis Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
lhe Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL·I nterpretation 
Nicole Meyer ('12) 
Steve Saenz ('12) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL·English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Yolanda Joe, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Journalisn1 Departn1ent 
MAN IFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2012 
Scenes From Our 2012 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner, Cooper Michael Rich ('12) 
David McHugh, Director, Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Warren Spector, Video Garne Designer 
Presented by Tom Dowd, Assistant Professor, Interactive Arts and Media 
MUS IC 
Listen to the Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Dead man 
Performed by The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
14 
PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2012 VALEDICTORIAN 
Tayler Westlake, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Art + Design 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Jay Wolke, Chair, Art + Design Department 
ALU MNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Art Baltazar (BA '92) 
AWARDI NG OF DEGR EES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUSIC 
See You in Your Dreams 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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Commencement of the Graduates of Undergraduate 
and Graduate Programs in Fiction Writing, 
English: Creative Writing - Poetry and 
Creative Writing - Nonfiction, Journalism, 
Music, Interdisciplinary Arts 
Sunday, May 6, 2012, 4:00 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2012 Commencement preshow features perforrnances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia Col lege Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Columbia College Gospel Choir (Walter Owens, Director) 
The R&B Ensemble (Chuck Webb, Director) 
Pop Rock Ensemble: Showcase (William Boris, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk 7his Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
7he Star Spangled Banner 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music by John Stafford Smith 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
16 
Li~ Every Voice and Sing 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
Arranged by Roland Carter 
ASL-Interpretation 
Nicole Meyer (' 12) 
Steve Saenz (' 12) 
Carly Flagg, Chair, ASL-English Interpretation 
INTRODUCTION 
Yolanda Joe, Presiding 
Associate Professor, Journalism Department 
MANIFEST & INDUSTRY EVENTS 2012 
Scenes From Our 2012 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
Featuring Original Score by Composition Competition Winner. Cooper Michael Rich ('12) 
David McHugh. Director. Music Composition for the Screen 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Chair, Music Department 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Mavis Staples, Vocalist 
Presented by Terri Hemmert, Adjunct Faculty, Radio Department 
MUSIC 
Listen to tile Music 
By Tom Johnston and Patrick Simmons 
Arranged by Carey Dead man 
Performed by The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and Columbia College Gospel Choir 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
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PRESENTATION OF AWARD TO CLASS OF 2012 VALED ICTORIAN 
Lukasz Wilusz, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Journalism 
Presented by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Robin Bargar, Dean, School of Media Arts 
Nancy Day, Chair, Journalism Department 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs/Interim Provost 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Robin Bargar, Dean, School of Media Arts 
MUS IC 
See You in Your Drean1s 
Written by Steve Hadley 
Arranged by Stu Greenspan 
Performed by the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble and the Columbia College Gospel Choir 
RECESSIONA L 
Don't Git Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
18 
THE STAR SPANGLED BANN ER 
By Francis Scott Key 
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep, 
As it fitfully blows, now conceals, now discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam, 
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! 0 long may it wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
From the terror of flight, or the gloom of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just, 
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
19 
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LIFT EVERY VOICE AND S ING 
By Jan1es Weldon Johnson 
Lift every voice and sing, till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise, high as the listening skies, 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us; 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun, 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod, 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died; 
Yet with a steady beat, have not our weary feet. 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered; 
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast. 
God of our weary years, God of our silent tears, 
Thou Who hast brought us thus far on the way; 
Thou Who hast by Thy might, led us into the light, 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee. 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, may we forever stand, 
True to our God, true to our native land. 
20 
The 2012 W in ne r of the 
Allen and Lynn Turner Commencement Poetry Competition 
HUR RY UP, WE' RE DR EAM I NG 
It wouldn't be the first time 
I've walked into a room and opened my eyes to smoke. 
We're new and don't know it. 
The pain we feel in finding that out 
is nothing at all like the first time 
we found we had been dreaming 
inside the same house for years and years. 
There was a largeness we called potato 
(still I always forget whether thee goes in or stays out) 
at the end he comes into town and crushes everything. 
But most important is always his foot 
coming down to meet a tall glass case. 
In dreams magic is tangible, as everything-
the ability to touch and feel is assumed into our beings 
as in the magic held in that tall glass case 
felt inside of me like without a doubt a lot of Hallmark stuff. 
But you always knew better than me 
when to leave an unspoken-for object 
and I always know when to let them go, untouched. 
Hurry up, we can make it there in time 
to feel those words inside of us. 
- Ryann Wahl, Master of Fine Arts, Creative Writing - Poetry(' 12) 
21 
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DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
A CELEBRATION OF ARTI STS IN HUMAN SERV ICE 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises, May 5 and 6, 2012 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding individuals in the arts, education, politics, and public 
information. lhese individuals have engaged their great talents in important human service, and their work and example 
embody the ideals and spirit of the College. 
TO BE HONORED SATURDAY, MAY 5, 2012, 9:00 A.M. 
PHIL RAMONE 
Music Producer 
Phi l Ramone is one of the most respected and prolific music producers in the recording industry. 
With th irty-four Grammy nominations, fourteen Grammy Awards (including a Technical Grammy for his lifetime of 
innovative contributions to the record ing industry), an Emmy, and numerous honors and accolades to his credit, 
Ramone is often described as one of the world 's top creative producers. 
He has played an integral role in pioneering many of the technological developments in the music industry over the 
years, some of which are documented in his book Making Records. Ramone ardently supported the use of the compact 
disc, digital video disc, hi-definition recording and surround sound. Appropriately, the first CD ever pressed, Billy Joel's 
52nd Street, was a Phil Ramone production, as was the first pop DVD release, Dave Grusin Presents West Side Story. 
Ramone's use of a fiber optics systern (EDNet) to record tracks in real time from different locations (for Frank Sinatra's 
Duets I & II) was groundbreaking. In 2004, Ramone was a recipient of the first Grammy given for Best Surround Sound 
Album, for Ray Charles' Genius Loves Company. 
22 
Ramone's unique skills make him invaluable to the artists he works with. His impeccable list of credits includes 
collaborations with artists such as Burt Bacharach, Bono, Ray Charles, Chicago, Natalie Cole, Bob Dylan, Gloria 
Estefan, Renee Fleming, Aretha Franklin, Etta James, Quincy Jones, BB King, John Legend, Madonna, Paul McCartney, 
Liza Minnelli, Sinead O'Connor, Luciano Pavarotti, Peter/Paul and Mary, Andre Previn, Carly Simon, Paul Simon, Frank 
Sinatra, Rod Stewart, Sting, and Stevie Wonder. And he has long been recognized for the diversity of his work, as 
evidenced by his recordings with artists ranging from M ichael Buble, Dixie Chicks, Sheryl Crow, Gladys Knight, Juanes, 
Chaka Khan. Dave Koz, kd Lang, Queen Latifah, Bonnie Raitt, Bruce Springsteen, James Taylor, Keith Urban, Wynonna, 
and Nancy Wilson. 
A passionate fan of all forms of entertainment, Ramone has numerous concert, film , Broadway, and television 
productions to his credit too, including A Star is Born, August Rush, Beyond the Sea, Flashdance, Ghostbusters, Midnight 
Cowboy, On Her Majesty's Secret Service, Passion, Seussical, Simon and Garfunkel: 1he Concert In Central Park, Songwriters 
Hall of Fame Awards, n1e Score, VH1/ 88C Queens Jubilee Party at the Palace, and 1he Good n1ief. 
Ramone is also extremely active in music· and service-re lated organizations. He is the Chairman Emeritus of the Board 
of Trustees of the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences (NARAS), a Co-Chairman of the Producers and 
Engineers Wing, and a former Trustee of the MusiCares Foundation (having produced their annual pre-Grammy tribute, 
whose honorees included Aretha Franklin , James Taylor, Brian Wi lson, Sting, Bono, Paul Simon, Billy Joel. Elton John, 
and Luciano Pavarotti). Ramone is a champion of music educational programs and serves on the boards of the National 
Mentoring Partnership, and the Berklee College of Music. He is a Trustee of the Songwriters Hall Of Fame and a member 
the National Recording Preservation Board o f the Library of Congress. Ramone is a also a founding member of the Music 
and Engineering Technology All iance (META), an elite group of producers and engineers facilitating the establishment 
of high-quality music recording and delivery by uniting audio professionals, consumer electronics manufacturers, music 
enthusiasts, and technology providers. 
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TO BE HONORED SATURDAY, MAY 5, 2012, 12:30 P.M. 
LEE FLAHERTY 
CEO, Flair Communications Agency 
In 1957, while on the GI Bi ll , Lee Flaherty graduated with a Marketing Degree from University of California, Berkeley. He 
joined a San Francisco agency and was transferred to Chicago where, for seven years, he worked at two marketing agen-
cies. In 1964, with an idea for a new agency and startup money from his mother, Frances, he founded Flair Communica-
tions on a third floor of a dilapidated 1883 bui lding. 
Flair prospered, repaid his mother, put her on lifetime payroll, and bought the building. Over the years, he was selected 
eleven times as America's #1 Marketing Agency, received the Wall Street Journal's Award for Top USA Agency, and in the 
Interactive Poll, Flair was voted America's Most Admired Marketing Agency. The once-dilapidated bui lding is now known 
as Flair House and recognized as One of America's Top Ten Creative Environments. 
Flaherty realized a strong body makes the mind strong, and he was the All-Service Middleweight Boxing Champion. 
Nicknamed "Flair," he is an inductee of Chicagoland Sports Hall of Fame and lifetime member of President's Council on 
Fitness, Sports, and Nutrition. In business Flaherty received the Horatio Alger Award, was a ,narketing All-Star eleven 
times, and is recognized as a Chicago Legend. 
Flaherty believes that "we all die. The goal isn't to live forever, the goal is to create something that will." In 1977, he 
founded The Chicago Marathon, raising $12 million for charities annually; in 1984, Old St. Pat's Block Party, whose 
funds helped to build the F.X. Warde non-deno,ninational school; and in 2011, he co-founded Home Team Run for White 
Sox, Bulls, and Blackhawks charities. Upon graduating from Berkeley, Flaherty was advised when reaching the top he 
was obligated to send the elevator back down. Flair provides opportunities for youth, with their indomitable spirit, as well 
as ways to give back and help make Americans healthy. 
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TO BE HONORED SATURDAY, MAY 5, 2012, 4:00 P.M. 
P HILIP·LORCA DICORCIA 
Photographer 
One of the most influential and innovative photographers working today, Philip·Lorca diCorcia is known for creating 
images that balance between documentary and theatrically-staged photography. His practice takes everyday 
occurrences beyond the realm of banality, infusing what would otherwise appear to be insignificant with psychology 
and emotion. OiCorcia employs photography as a fictive medium capable of creating uncanny, complex realities out of 
seemingly straightforward compositions. As such, his work is based on the dichotomy between fact and fiction and asks 
the viewer to question the assumed truths that the photographic image offers. 
Born in 1951 in Hartford, Connecticut, diCorcia received his MFA from Yale University in 1979. His work has been the 
subject of solo exhibitions at prominent institutions, most recently at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (2008) and 
the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston (2007). In 1993, a major solo exhibition was organized by TI1e Museum of 
Modern Art. New York. An upcoming solo show is planned for 2013 at the Schirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt, and will travel to 
the Museum De Pont in Tilburg, The Netherlands. 
The artist's works are held in major international museum collections, including the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; 
Dallas Museum of Art; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Magasin 3 Stockholm Konsthall; The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York; Museo Nacional Centro de Art Reina Sofia, Madrid; Museum of Contemporary Art. Los Angeles; The 
Museum of Modern Art, New York; National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC: San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York; Tate Gallery, London; Victoria & Albert Museum, London; and the Whitney 
Museum of American Art, New York. 
DiCorcia lives and works in New York and currently teaches at Yale University in New Haven. Connecticut. His work is 
represented by David Zwirner, New York. and SprOth Magers, London and Berlin. 
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TO BE HONORED SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2012, 9:00 A.M. 
STEVE JAMES 
Documentary Filmmaker 
Steve James is best known as the producer-director of Hoop Dreams, winner of every major critics prize of 1994, as well 
as the Directors Guild of America Award and the Peabody and Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Awards. Hoop Dreams was 
named to the Library of Congress National Film Registry, signifying its enduring importance to the history of film. 
Other award-winning films include Stevie. which won numerous festiva ls and landed on a dozen ten best lists for 2003; 
the miniseries The New A1nericans, winner of the 2004 IDA Award for The Best Limited Series; At tl1e Death House Door, 
which won numerous awards at festiva ls including Full Frame, DOC AVIV, DOCNZ, and Atlanta, and was nominated for a 
Directors Guild of America Award; and No Crossover: The Trial of Allen Iverson for ESPN's Peabody and IDA award-winning 
30 for 30 series. 
James· most recent film, The Interrupters, was his fifth to premiere at the Sundance Fi lm Festiva l and a hit on the festival 
circu it. winning the top prize at the Sheffield Film Festival, Miami Film Festival, and Minneapolis Fi lm Festiva l, as well as 
a Special Jury Prize at Full Frame. It took the two top Cinema Eye Awards, for Nonfiction Feature Film making and Best 
Direction, and it also won the Independent Spirit Award. The Interrupters was listed on many 2011 Best Films of the Year 
lists in publications such as Time, The New Yorker, The Chicago Tribune, Boston Globe, Slate, and The LA Titnes, and it was 
named Best Documentary of the year in both the lndieWire and Village Voice national critics polls. 
The New York Times' Manohla Dargis said The Interrupters is "a hard wallop of a documentary ... Mr. Jan1es has put a face 
to a raging epidernic and an unforgivable American tragedy." Andrew O'Hehir of Salon writes, "You won·t see a movie this 
year that is more moving, more tragic, more upsetting, more hopeful or more necessary." 
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TO BE HONORED SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2012, 12:30 P.M. 
WARREN SPECTOR 
Video Game Designer 
Warren Spector, veteran electronic game designer/producer, has worked in the game industry since 1983. At Steve 
Jackson Games and TSR, Spector worked on pen-and-paper games including TOON: The Cartoon Role-Playing Game, the 
Top Secret/SI Espionage role-playing game, and The Bullwinkle & Rocky Party RoleplayingGame. to name a few. 
In 1989, he joined computer game developer Origin Systems, where he produced Martian Dreams, Ultima Underworld, 
System Shock, Serpent Isle, Wings of Glory. and others. After seven years with Origin, Warren did a brief stint with 
LookingGlass Technologies before founding the Ion Storm stud io in Austin, Texas in 1997. 
At Ion Storm, Spector produced and directed the award-winning Deus Ex and later, he oversaw development of Deus Ex: 
Invisible War and Thief: Deadly Shadows. Spector left Ion Storm in November 2004 to found Junction Point Studios, where 
he and his team developed concepts for a variety of video game and motion picture part ners. In July 2007, Junction 
Point was acquired by The Walt Disney Company. As part of Disney, Spector directed the Wii-exclusive Disney Epic Mickey, 
which in 2010 offered gamers a new perspective on the world's most popular cartoon star, Mickey Mouse. 
In addition to making games, Spector has written novels, comic books and numerous articles on film, television and 
videogames. As an Assistant Instructor at the University of Texas at Austin (UT), he taught a variety of film and television 
courses and in 2007, he offered a Master Class in Videogames and Digital Media. From 2000-2002, Spector seNed on 
the Board of Directors of the Internat ional Game Developers Association (IGDA) and was co-chair of the IGDA's education 
committee. 
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TO BE HONORED SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2012, 4:00 P.M. 
MAVIS STAPLES 
Vocalist 
Mavis Staples is a Rock and Roll Hall of Farner, a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award winner, and a National Heritage 
Fellowship Award recipient. VHl named her one of the 100 Greatest Women of Rock and Roll, and Rolling Stone listed her 
as one of the 100 Greatest Singers of All Time. Her new album is called You Are Not Alone. 
"All of these songs are me, but in a different way, with a different sound," says Staples. "The phrasing, the tempos, the 
arrangements are d ifferent, but the messages are the same things I've been saying down through the years. They're about 
the world today-poverty, jobs, welfa re, all of that-and making it feel better through these songs.· 
Th is proj ect, produced by Wilco·s Jeff Tweedy- and being released more than sixty years after Staples began singing with 
her ground-breaking family group, the Staple Singers-is the follow-up to We'll Never Turn Back, her acclaimed 2007 
collection of songs associa ted with the civil rights movement, and to 2009 's Grammy-nominated live album Hope at the 
Hideout. She is accompanied by Rick Holmstrom, guita r, vocals; JeffTurmes, bass, vocals; Stephen Hodges, drums; and 
Donny Gerrard, background vocals. 
"Mavis is the walking embodiment of undaunted spirit and courage," says Tweedy. "She's an ever-forward looking, positive 
example for all human beings. And she sounds like she's in the prime of her life.· 
The a lbum was recorded during a cold and snowy Chicago winter, and Staples laughs as she describes the session in which 
they cut the a cappella gospel number "Wonderful Savior:· Tweedy set up the microphones in a stairwell, assuring her that 
it would resu lt in a better vocal sound. "I said, 'it's freezing, I'm not going out there!,"' she says. "So he said, 'somebody get 
Mavis a coat and some gloves.' But when I heard it back, I said, 'we better go out there again!'" 
You Are Not Alone caps an incredible decade for Mavis Staples, a resurgence that saw her receive Grammy nominations in 
blues, gospel, folk, and pop categories. She claims, in fact, that she has done so much diverse work recently that , until Jeff 
Tweedy helped guide the way, she wasn't sure of her d irection. 
"After the We'// Never Turn Back CD, I didn't know which way to turn," she says. "Did I want to do a country record, a gospel 
record, or what? So I needed a sound like this- son1ething that fit my message, but flowed in a different d irection from 
where I would normally take a song so it wasn't just the san1e old same old. 
" I wanted to n1ake an album where every song had meaning," Staples says, "where every song told a story and would lift you 
up and give you a reason to get up in the morning. And I know it's going to feel really good singing these songs on stage." 
28 
2012 ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARDS 
Each year, the college recognizes alumni who have made outstanding contributions to their fields and embody 
the mission of the institution. Awardees receive a uniquely crafted certificate that portrays a captured ray of light, 
symbolizing their energy and spark of creativity. 
May their accomplishments inspire you, the Class of 2012. to strive for greatness along your chosen paths. 
ART BALTAZAR 
Undeclared (BA '92) 
Art Baltazar is a super-cartoonist machine from the heart of Chicago. He"s all about peace, love, and joy. He defines 
cartoons and comics not only as an art style but as a way of life. Art started his funky. secret art studio in 1994 with 
his self-published comic book, The Cray-Baby Adventures. Since then, he has created other comics such as Gyro-Man, 
Captain Camel & the Space Chicken, Jimmy Dydo. Lunar Lizard, Meteor Mite. and the famous Patrick the Wolf Boy. This guy 
shows no signs of stopping! 
Art has also had a few gigs with Warner Bros. Books, and he also had a monthly comic strip in Disney Adventures 
Magazine, '"GORILLA GORILLA." Art has some cool character design skills and has recently completed an 
autobiographical graphic novel called The Big A,noeba. 
Currently. Art is the creative force behind The New York Times-bestselling, Eisner Award-winning Tiny Titans (DC Comics), 
and the artist of the Super Pets children·s book series (also DC). In addition. Art co-wrote DC"s Billy Batson and the 
Magic of SHAZAM. Young Justice, Green Lantern Anin1ated (comic), and is the artisVco-writer for the historically awesome 
Tiny Titans/Little Archie crossover. as well as the new Superman Family Adventures. 
Jumping from small press to mainstream in a heartbeat, Art is living the dream. He stays home and draws comics and 
never has to leave the house. He lives with his lovely wife, Rose, big boy Sonny, little boy Gordon, and little girl Audrey. 
AW YEAH MAN! 
Art"s awards include 2009 and 2001 Eisners (Best Publication for Kids) and a Harvey in 2011 (Best Original 
Graphic Publication for Younger Readers), and in March 2009, he was #8 on The New York Times Bestseller List for 
Tiny Titans Vol. 1. 
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LANA BRAMLETTE 
AEMM: Fashion/ Retail Management (BA '97) 
Lauded by her loyal fans as the "Queen of Hoops," Lana Bran,lette is the face and force behind Lana Jewelry. 
Her impeccable eye for casually luxurious style has made her a pioneer in the world of fine jewelry. The collections are 
timeless yet sexy, and fans around the world crave the "Lana Look,· a term that has come to stand for the world's ,nost 
delicate and modern jewelry. 
Lana's minimalist and cool approach to design has resulted in dozens of pieces that have instantly become cult classics, 
like her famous Upside Down Hoops; more than 55,000 pairs have been sold since their debut nine years ago. 
Lana launched Lana Jewelry in 2002 with her boyfriend (now husband) Rob Bramlette. She designed a piece with his 
name suspended in a hanging heart, and that piece turned into a collection that was instantly picked up by celebrity 
favorite superstore Fred Segal. Today, Lana Jewelry is in more than 150 of the finest retailers worldwide including: 
Nieman Marcus, Bloomingdale's, Nordstrom, and Harrods, to name a few. 
Celebrities and fashion icons such as Jennifer Lopez, Cameron Diaz, Kate Hudson, Zoe Saldana, and Angelina Jolie own 
and wear Lana's jewelry. Her pieces are featured in many films and TV shows, and on magazine covers, including Lucky 
and the Sports Illustrated Swirnsuit Edition. 
Hailed as a "Woman to Watch" by Grain's Business, named a designer with the "Midas Touch" by Entrepreneur Magazine 
and listed as "One to Watch" by Lucky Magazine, Lana is well on her way to realizing her dream of turning Lana Jewelry 
into a fashion megabra nd. 
Today Lana runs her company with her business partner and father, Naum Fertelmeister; her husband Rob; and a team 
of incredible women. Lana is also the founder of the Chicago Fashion Foundation (CFF), a nonprofit that gives annual 
scholarships to deserving Chicago-area design students. Lana and her husband reside in Chicago and are the proud 
parents of a baby girl, Blake. 
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MAR LON WEST 
Film & Video: Animation (BA '85) 
After graduating from Columbia College in 1985, Marlon West started his ca reer producing educational films for 
Encyclopaedia Britannica. In 1989, he moved to Los Angeles and started freelancing, working on special effects for 
music videos, television commercials, and motion pictures. Marlon joined Walt Disney Animation Studios in 1993 as an 
effects animator on The Lion King. 
Continuing in his role as effects animator, Marlon went on to work on Pocahontas, Hunchback of Notre Dame, Hercules, 
Mu/an, Tarzan, Fantasia/2000, and Tile Emperor's New Groove. Marlon worked as head of effects on Atlantis: The Lost 
Empire and Home on the Range. 
Marlon's fi rst assignment at Disney was to add the dust cloud effects to the wildebeest stampede scene in The Lion 
King. On Pocahontas, he was part of the team responsible for the storm sequence at the beginning of the film. He also 
designed and animated the effects for Grandmother Willow, Pocahontas's aged advisor. Marlon also added the molten 
lead effects to The Hunchback of Notre Dame's dramatic climax scene. For Hercules, he used his artistic skills to bring 
life to the hotheaded Hades and the destructive Titans. Marlon animated the fire on the shipwreck in Tarzan, as well as 
much of the lightning in the showdown between Tarzan and Clayton. He served as assistant effects supervisor on the 
"Rhapsody in Blue" sequence of Fantasia/2000. 
As effects lead on Atlantis: The Lost Empire, Marlon designed most of the effects for the film. He was also responsible for 
casting and keying all trad itional and digital effects and worked closely with the directors and art director to create the 
·comic book" look of the movie. 
After transitioning to CG-animated films, working as a digital artist animating special effects on Cllicken Little and then 
as an effects animator on Meet the Robinsons. Marlon helped to usher traditional, 2-D animation (as well as the cartoon 
short form) back to the studio, with his work as artistic coordinator and visual effects supervisor on How to Hook Up Your 
Home Theater. Most recently, Marlon completed The Princess and the Frog and Winnie The Pooh, and is currently serving as 
visual effects supervisor on Frozen, due for Thanksgiving 2013. 
A native of St. Louis, Marlon resides with his daughter and thousands of CDs and records in Glendale, California. Always 
a music fan, he has worked as a DJ in various venues and styles. 
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A RECORD OF RECOGN ITIONS* 
1964-2010 
2012 Phil Ramone Music Producer 
2012 Lee Flaherty CEO, Flair Communications Agency 
2012 Philip-Lorca diCorcia Photographer 
2012 Steve James Documentary Filmmaker 
2012 Warren Spector Video Game Designer 
2012 Mavis Staples Vocalist 
2011 Regina Taylor Actress and Playwright 
2011 Bruce Mau Designer 
2011 Ryan Schreiber Arts Entrepreneur 
2010 Dr. Peter Magubane Internationally Acclaimed 
Photographer 
2010 Alex Kotlowitz Nationally Renowned Author 
and Journalist 
2010 Robert Klein Award Winning Actor and Comedian 
2009 Kunihiko Ukifune Businessman 
and Educator 
2009 Alison Knowles Artist 
2009 Carla Delfos Arts Education Leader and 
Executive 
2009 Ray Bradbury Author 
2009 Thomas Misner Audio Engineer, Producer 
and Educator 
2009 Lee Eliot Berk, Esq. Music Educator 
2009 Trisha Brown Dancer and Choreographer 
2008 Dan Rather Journalist and Broadcaster 
2008 Philip Bailey, Ralph Johnson, 
Maurice White, Verdine White Renowned 
Musicians and Recording Artists 
2008 Graciela Iturbide Celebrated Photographer 
32 
2007 Joe Adams Producer and Arts Manager 
2007 Armyan Bernstein Producer, Screenwriter, 
and Director 
2007 Dionne Warwick Renowned Recording Artist 
2006 Buddy Guy Blues Musician 
2006 Bernard Sahlins The Second City Founder 
2006 Linda Johnson Rice Journalist 
2005 Bill Viola Video Artist 
2005 Mark Heister Fashion Designer 
2005 Alan Kay Computer Innovator 
2004 Bill T. Jones Artistic Director and 
Choreographer 
2004 Mary Ellen Mark Photographer and Humanist 
2004 Frank Rich Author, Editor and Cultural Critic 
2003 Russell Simmons Art & Music Advocate 
2003 Lois Weisberg Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 Tony Kushner Celebrated Playwright 
2003 Henry Fogel Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 John Wideman Celebrated Author 
2002 Grace Paley Author and Activist 
2002 Alan Arkin Actor and Director 
2002 Jawole Willa Jo Zollar Director and 
Choreographer 
2002 Lewis Manilow Art Advocate 
2001 Alton B. Harris Outstanding Columbia 
College Chicago Trustee 
2001 Jesse L. Jackson, Jr. Member of the United 
States House of Representatives 
2001 John Szarkowski Curator, Photohistorian, 1997 Fred Eychaner Media Innovator and 
Writer, & Photographer Inspiring Activist 
2001 Danny K. Davis Congressman and Advocate 1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Activist and 
for Educat ion First Lady of the City of Chicago N 
2001 lisel Mueller Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 1997 James W. Compton Champion of Racial 
"'"' 2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and Equality 0 
Community Act ivist N 
2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter 1996 Irv Kupcinet A Man, a City, an Era LL 
2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding Contributor 1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago's Pioneering 0 in the Field of the Arts Investment Leader 
1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Magic, Cf) 
2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of and Dreams Cf) 
Children 1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture <x: 
2000 Sidney L. Port Philanthropist. Businessman, 1996 Paul Simon United States Senator _j 
and Son of Chicago u 
2000 Robert V. Remini Scholar and Teacher 1995 Victor Skrebneski Photographer and Artist w 2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent Fi lm 1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 
People I 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher 1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Driving Force Behind I-
and Corporate Leader Social Progress in Chicago LL 
1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and 1995 Eugene C. D'Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst 0 
Champion of Women in the Communications Industry 
I-1999 William E. Strickland, Jr. Empowering the 1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in 
Disadvantaged Through the Arts the United States z 
1999 Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. Storyteller, 1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definition of w 
Poet. and Voice of Truth Entertainer ~ 
w 
1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the Children 1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob u 
1998 John H. Bryan Exemplary Leadership in Prime Minister of The Republic of Namibia z 
Business and the Arts 1994 Myrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of Justice w 
1998 William Warfield Magnificent Voice of the 1994 Reverend John T. Richardson A Chicago ~ Century Leader in Higher Education 
1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Times 1994 Rita Simo Musician, Teacher, and Social ~ 
Reformer 0 
1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our u 
Generation 
33 
1993 Etta Moten Barnett Stage and Film 1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President, Northeastern 
Performer, and Arts Educator University, Boston 
1993 Cindy Pritzker President, Board of 1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist 
Directors, Chicago Public Library 1988 John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie Jazz Trumpeter 
1993 Rigoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner 1988 William Julius Wilson Sociologist 
1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contributor to 1988 Ardis Krainik General Director, Lyric Opera 
the Success of Columbia College of Chicago 
1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 
1993 Cokie Roberts Senior News Analyst, 1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President, NBC News 
National Public Radio 1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, 
Social Service Administration 
1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist 1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 
1992 Mathilde Krim Medical Scientist and AIDS 1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder, DuSable 
Crusader Museum 
1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive 1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to 
Human Welfare 
1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director, 1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of 
The Negro Ensemble Company Agriculture 
1991 Helen Valdez President, Mexican Fine Arts 
Center Museum 1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and 
1991 Johnathan Rodgers President, CBS Television Educator 
Stations 1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 
1991 Willard L. Boyd, President, Field Museum of and Peace 1962 
Chicago 1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director, 
TransAfrica 
1990 Faith Hubley Animator and Illustrator 1986 William Ford United States Congressman 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice 1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Atomic 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer Scientists 
1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer 
1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Daily News 
1985 Eileen Southern Music Historian 
1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate For Peace, 1985 1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WFMT, Inc. 
1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian 1985 Toe Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien 
1989 Bernice Weissbourd President, Family Focus Diplomat and Writer 
1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics 
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1984 William Appleman Williams Historian 1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist 
1984 John Lewis Con1poser, Musician, and Founder 1979 Tom Wicker Journalist 
of the Modern Jazz Quartet 
1984 Victor Navasky Editor, The Nation Magazine 1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher N 
1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist "'"4 
1978 Abby Mann Television and Film Writer 0 
1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, 1978 Addie Wyatt Labor Humanist N 
City of Chicago 1978 Carlos Chavez Com poser-Conductor LJ_ 
1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 0 Representative to UNICEF 1977 Oriana Fallaci Journalist 
1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Filmmaker 1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator Cf) 
1983 Christopher Jencks Educator 1977 Maria Martinez Potter Cf) 
1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer, Filmmaker, <!'. 
1982 Helen Caldicott Peace Advocate and Writer _J 
1982 Sherry Lansing President, 20th Century Fox 1977 Daniel Schorr Broadcast Journalist u 
1982 Luis Valdez Wri ter Director and Producer w 1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer 1976 John Hammond Columbus of American 
1982 Garry Wills Columnist Music I 
1976 Roman Vishniac Biologist and I-
1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist Microphotographer L1.. 
1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist 1976 Katherine Kuh Art Critic, Curator, and Writer 0 
1981 Michael Cacoyannis Film Director 1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator and Social Critic 
1981 Marilyn French Writer 1976 Ed Bullins Playwright I-
1981 George McGovern Statesman z 
1975 Arthur Mitchell Director, Dance Theatre of w 
1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman, Field Foundation Harlem ~ 
of Illinois 1975 Bricktop Entertainer w 
1980 Harry Weese Architect 1975 Alexander L.C. Wilder Composer u 
1980 Lois Wille Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner 1975 George W. Bonham Editor-in-Chief, Change z 
1980 Ronald Williams President, Northeastern 1975 Seymour M. Hersh Puli tzer Prize-winning w 
Ill inois University Reporter ~ 
1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways 1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Distinguished Lawyer ~ 
1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist 1974 Ivan Albright Artist 0 
1979 Maya Angelou Poet 1974 James T. Farrell Writer u 
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1974 Ruth Page Dancer 
1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian 
1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Editor, 
New York Times 
1973 Bob Fosse Film, Theater, and Television Director 
1973 Rosa Parks Montgomery, Alabama 
1973 Myles F. Horton Director, Highlander Folk School 
1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, 
Il linois Board of Higher Education 
1972 Quentin D. Young National Chairman, Medical 
Committee for Human Rights 
1972 Pauline Kael Motion Picture Critic 
1972 Chester "Howlin' Wolf" Burnett Musician 
1972 Neil Sheehan Reporter, New York Times 
1972 William F. Russell Sports Commentator, 
Coach, and Athlete 
1972 Newton N. Minow Public Servant and Attorney 
1971 Will iam Proxmire United States Senator, 
Wisconsin 
1971 Kay Boyle Writer 
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public 
Theatre and Shakespeare Festival 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. President, Malcolm X 
College, Chicago 
1971 Aaron Siskind Photographer and Teacher 
1970 R. Buckminster Fuller Architect 
1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist 
1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chairman, Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party 
1970 William M. Birenbaum President, Staten 
Island College, New York 
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1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, B.V.M. President, 
Mundelein College, Chicago 
1969 Charles Wilbert White, Artist 
1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Pulitzer Prize 
Winner 
1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington 
Composer 
1968 Louis J. "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1968 Ralph Nader Citizen 
1967 Dwight W. Follett Publisher 
1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet, and Playwright 
1967 Langston Hughes Poet 
1966 Eugene Rabinowitch Editor, Bulletin of 
Ato,nic Scientists 
1966 Frederick Douglas O'Neal President, 
Actors' Equity 
1966 John Brademas United States Congressman 
1965 Curtis D. MacDougall Distinguished Teacher 
1965 Paul Hamilton Engle Poet and Teacher 
1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet 
* Honorary Doctorates in Arts, Science, letters, Music 
and Humane Letters 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES 2012 
The students listed below are the inaugural graduates of Columbia's Honors Program. The Program was initiated 
during the 2009-20 10 academic year and requires completion of fi fteen cred its of designated Honors sections of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences Core courses. 
Jenna Alexandra Domeischel 
BA ART HISTORY 
Deborah Laverne Durham 
BA CREATIVE WRITING - NONFICTION 
Brian Bernard Gray 
BA JOURNALISM 
Noah Alexander Kloor 
BA FILM & VIDEO 
Ashley Nicole Muir 
BA FICTION WRITING 
Courtney Renee Muller 
BA FICTION WRITING 
David Murray Orlikoff 
BA JOURNALISM/ FILM & VIDEO 
Samantha Elizabeth Uliano 
BA FICTION WRITING 
CANDIDATE FOR T HE 
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE 2012 
Jessica Sittig 
ALTERNATE ROUTE IN 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
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CAND IDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 2012 
Adenike Akorede Jenny Louise Garnett Sondra H. Malling Michael Sandler 
JOURNALISM INTEROISCIPLINARY ARTS DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY JOURNALISM 
& COUNSELING 
Dimitra Apostolopoulos Jonathan Graef Courtney Lee St. Clair 
JOURNALISM JOURNALISM Elise Michelle Rose Mayfield DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & COUNSELING 
Emlyn Bean Creighton Q. Hart 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM Ann McArthur Jaquel Stokes 
JOURNALISM DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
Theresa Anne Bergman Laura Ash ley Hoffman & COUNSELING 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM Ambyrn Dana Melius 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY Alison W. Teicha rt 
Michael John Borunda Callen Elizabeth Jones & COUNSELING DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
JOURNALISM DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY & COUNSELING 
& COUNSELING Laura M. Miller 
Brandon William Campbell DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Amy Beth VanBecelaere 
JOURNALISM Erik Lambert & COUNSELING DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
THE TEACHING OF WRITING & COUNSELING 
Alisa Caron Meghan Eileen Murphy-
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS Chelsea C. Lamont Sanchez Jessi T Walsh 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Shana B. Cooper & COUNSELING 
THE TEACHING OF WRITING Heidi Landgraf Jing Wang 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY Yu Nishikawa INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Emily A. D'Annunzio & COUNSELING INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY Dana Ash ley Brielle Weems 
& COUNSELING Charmaine Jane Little Pedro Cesar Prosdocimo JOURNALISM 
JOURNALISM INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Melissa Ann Driscol I Julia Wislocka 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY Ruth Eliza beth Madden Chloe Ann Riley JOURNALISM 
& COUNSELING DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY JOURNALISM 
& COUNSELING Karen Anne Yates 
Catherine Flowers Ricardo Felipe Creres Rosa INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM 
Emily Lisa Rose 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
38 
CAND I DATES FOR T HE 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT DEGREE 2012 
Elizabeth Blockinger 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Carolyn L. Branton 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Weichin Cheng 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jasmine Elizabeth Mary 
Coles 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Alexandria Colindres 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Katherine Elizabeth Collins 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lela B. Dotson-Snell 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Elmarie Esser 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Thomas J. Flynn IV 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Shannon Katherine 
Gallagher 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Kalari Akela Girtley 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Nicole Ashley Hartel 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Margie C. Henry 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Tammy Aichi Hsu 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Eliana T. Kelter 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Chandler Avice Kemble 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Christine Klein 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Angela Man 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Rebecca Marie Mauro 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Holley Elizabeth McConnell 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
39 
Allison Lassar Meyer 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Ashleigh Faith Moyer 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Shahin Patrick Murray 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Donna M. Neddo 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Sarah Elizabeth Newby 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Maurya Kathleen Orr 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lucia Ann Palmarini 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Taylor Whitney Peterson 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Scott Jason Renfro 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lauren M. Riddell 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Krystal Paige Robertson 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
David Rossman-Mallow 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Matthew D. Santos 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Renee Lynn Schlatter 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Klaudia Siczek 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Chi Chen Tsen 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Brandea Lynne Turner 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jaimie Nicole Turner 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jessica E. Weisensell 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Mia R. Wickland 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING DEGREE 2012 
Dali la Shaakira Bayi Na'm Samal Hayes-Austin Noel C. Morales Deborah Elizabeth Sacks 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Lilian Bityou Rebecca Anne Kelman Tara Anne Morin Hannah P. Weil 
ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Benjamin Blair Rebecca Kenyon Michele S. Morris Wi lliam Wenzel 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Katherine E. Campbell Krista L. Koellner Jacob Luther Nea I Regina Lynn Wiethop 
ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Kayla Lynn Gale Peter Mariani Court ney Olson Alexis Anne Worley Lebowitz 
ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Jan'I Hastings-Robinson Sarah Elizabeth McHugh Joseph C. Ruggiero 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Courtney Ann Melzer 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2012 
Joshua Alletto Robert Biedrzycki Elizabeth Chereskin Temple Jantu·tu 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY Cunningham 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
Raul Rafael Alvarez Clarissa Bonet Rebecca S. A. Connie MEDIA 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY PHOTOGRAPHY FILM & VIDEO 
Hannah Irene Dallman 
Will iam Garrett Baumer Jonathan Brennan Jesus Mario Contreras Jr. FILM & VIDEO 
PHOTOGRAPHY MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR FILM & VIDEO 
THE SCREEN Steven Jeffrey Del ong 
Matthew L. Bickmore Shana B. Cooper MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR Robin J Carlson CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION THE SCREEN 
THE SCREEN PHOTOGRAPHY 
Ryan M. Courtwright Molly Morgan Each 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
40 
Eliza Fogel Kaitlin Kostus Christopher Fielden Nelson Raiford Patrick Rosson 111 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION INTEROISCIPLINARY BOOK & FILM &VIDEO FILM &VIDEO 
PAPER ARTS 
Frederick Colt Foutz Thomas Nowak Kayla Sargeson 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION Natalie Elizabeth Krick CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY N 
PHOTOGRAPHY ~ 
Victoria Julian Gonia Bradley Otoniel Oliva Michael Chad St. John 0 CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION Shay Evan Lessman CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY MEDIA N 
Michelle Elaine Graves Thatiana Oliveira 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & April Hannah Llewellyn PHOTOGRAPHY Elisabeth Johanna Stark LL 
MEDIA INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 0 PAPER ARTS Sara W. Peck 
Linda Nguyen Hennessy CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY Tristan Hanson 
FILM&VIDEO Andrew Thomas Lopez FILM&VIDEO (/) 
PHOTOGRAPHY Philippe Pierre (/) 
Courtney Elizabeth Hitson MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR Timothy Dean Tamisiea <t: CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY Daniel A. Lubniewski THE SCREEN FILM & VIDEO 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & ....I 
Shaina House PAPER ARTS Alexie Price Glenn Elvin Taylor u 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY 
THE SCREEN Christi Jo Mace w 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Amy J Rabas Christopher L. Terry I I-Hung Hsu PAPER ARTS BOOK & PAPER ARTS CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR I-
THE SCREEN Trisha Oralie Martin Jose Humberto Ricaurte Rick A. Urban 
BOOK & PAPER ARTS Ardila MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR LL 
Noelle Aleksandra Hufnagel MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE SCREEN 0 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION Leif Martinson THE SCREEN 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY Ryann Stevenson Wahl I-
Ethan Aaro Jones BA Rich CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
PHOTOGRAPHY Natalie F. McCray FILM &VIDEO z 
FILM&VIDEO Don L. V1idmer w 
Julie Rentle Jones Cooper Michael Rich BOOK & PAPER ARTS 
PHOTOGRAPHY Jessie Ann Morrison MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR ~ 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION THE SCREEN Kaitlyn Lee Wightman w 
Mason Ehrman Kaye CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR Benjamin Henry Moy Michele McGuinness u 
THE SCREEN MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR Ringwood Susan Maire Yount z 
THE SCREEN CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY 
Kurt Edward Kennedy w 
CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION Haley K. Nagy Ronald Wyatt Roediger· ~ INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Robinette 
Nicolette Opal Kittinger PAPER ARTS CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION ~ CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION 0 
u 
41 
VALEDICTORIANS 
Megan Baim, Theatre 
Lindsey Meyer, Fashion 
Kevin Pohl, Film & Video 
Amanda Werner, Marketing Communication 
Tayler Westlake, Art+Design 
Lukasz Wilusz, Journalism 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 2012 
Hillary R Bauer 
James Eric Bence 
Zachary James Berinstein* 
Benjamin Arthur Beutel 
Neil Wesley Candelora 
Charles Russell Coffeen 
Claire Alicki Corriveau* 
Ian Cory* 
Marissa Katherine Deitz* 
CA NDIDATES FOR T HE 
Adam Freeman Petri Dittman 
Eric Raymond Fernandez* 
Samantha J Foti* 
Laura Abigail Garvin 
Alexander Charles Huddleston 
Riley Steven Hughes* 
Norris Edward Jackson 
Bradley Kemp* 
Melinda Jane Lawlor 
Jerimy Logan* 
Andrew John Napier* 
Michael Reddick 
Cooper Michael Rich 
Kelley Lynn Sheehan 
Daniel Bevan Swanberg* 
Allison Rose Tetzlaff 
Hannah Katherine Watson* 
Zachary Joseph Wcislo* 
BACHELOR OF SC I ENCE DEGREE 2012 
Ryan Scot Brewer• 
Ryan Carey Cranfill* 
Scott Hulteen* 
Jace Andrew Kiburz* 
Thomas William Noble 
Kevin Richard Oliver Quinn* 
Joshua Raphael Rivkin 
Alberto Ramiro Ruiz 
Zachary David Wagner* 
42 
CA NDIDATES FO R THE 
BACHELOR OF FI N E ARTS D EGREE 2012 
Andres Eduardo Acosta 
Tristan Christopher Adriano 
Jasmine Emad Al-Masri* 
Justin Andrew Alexander 
David Anthony Alvarado* 
Rebecca Sue Andersen• 
Amethyst Kae Anderson• 
Carey Michael Anderson 
Joshua James Anthony• 
Charles Fletcher Appleby* 
Alicia c Asta* 
Jessica Renee Atkins 
Josephine J Avi les 
Rykeyn Tyblake Bailey 
Gabrielle Katina Bakanec* 
Braylen Ashton Barr• 
Scott Patrick Barrons* 
Martha Rose Bartels* 
Jillian Leigh Barthold 
Kelly Elizabeth Baskin• 
Jameson Weeden Batz• 
Pierre Becerra 
Dusty James Beert 
Allyssa Michelle Beird* 
Jessica Marie Bell 
Kevin Andrew Benishek* 
Linda Victoria Benjamin* 
Ramona Benner 
Emily D. Bennett• 
Angelica Bernetich 
Erica Biow• 
Eric Michael Bird 
Paul Ketema Birhanu 
Kammarra Blalark 
Claudia Boateng 
Eric Boersma 
Kathleen Mae Boudwin* 
Graeme Bowers• 
Tetyana Boyduy 
Rebecca Diane Bradford* 
Lauren Alicia Brajczewski* 
Lauren Barbara Breitling 
Jonathan Flint Britt 
Sarah Katherine Broadfoot 
Makicisa S Brown 
Megan Brown• 
Scarlett Michell Brown 
Gregory Michael Bry 
Erica L Bryant* 
Julianna Magdelena 
Buczkowski 
Kevin Budnik* 
Mounaitte Bunni 
Elliot Ronald Burton 
Katie Lynn Buschke* 
Ashley Elizabeth Butler 
Deborah Byczkowski 
Kathryn Grace Bywater 
Brett Daniel Cabanas 
Kira Lee Cahill* 
Wilson Gabriel Calix 
Austin Bradley Call* 
Amy Joy Camarena• 
Brittany Campbell* 
Brittney Nicole Campbell 
Ebony Marneek Campbell 
Hayley Denise Carbonaro* 
Lauren Ashley Carruth 
Brittany Carter• 
Kelly Christine Catalano 
Shaina Charles 
Ryne Donald Christen 
Thomas William 
Christiansen* 
43 
Mariella Cinquegrani* 
Brianna Cleary-Beard 
M,chaelann Cohlmia 
Alexandria Colindres 
Ryan Christopher Congreve 
Crystal Cook* 
Kristen Marie Corna 
Susannah Elizabeth 
Corrington 
Michelle Lynn Cortecero 
Shayna Joy Cott* 
Lauren Nicole Cousino 
Kelly Marie Craciun 
Scott Andrew Cress• 
Jacqueline Alexandria 
Culhane* 
Arthur Czerep• 
Bruce D'Souza 
James Patrick Daley 
Ryan Matthew Daly 
James Patrick Danley* 
Kendra Lea DeKuiper• 
Allie Marie DeMarco• 
Marisa A. DeMarini* 
Vincent Costello Desantiago 
Kaitlin Jenna Dennell* 
Alejandro Diaz 
Claire Chandler Diebel* 
Christina Renee Doelling• 
Margaret Dolan• 
Jeremy Lee Dop 
Carolyn Alexandra Doumas 
Samantha Lynn Doyle* 
Nicholas John Drnaso* 
Dana Lynne DuPree 
Sandra Jeannette 
Dudzinski* 
Larayne Joy Dumlao• 
Greer Sydney Dworman 
Lucyna Dybala Kokor* 
Jacob Eli Eckert 
Julius Alexander Elders 
Nicole Marie Engels* 
Daniel Escamilla 
Soule Elizabeth Esemplare 
Dahiana Estrada 
Darren Scott Ezzo 
Angela Faler• 
Eric Anthony Farias 
Alice Theadora Feldt* 
Anna Mae Felger 
Nicole Marie Fennell 
Ashley Nicole Fessenden 
Jessica Jude Fitzgerald 
Samuel Kieth Fleming 
Simon Patrick Floeter 
Chloe Alexandra Flora* 
Katya Flores* 
Ryan Patrick Flores 
Kaysi Foster 
Kathryn Margaret Frey* 
Lucy Paije Froemmling 
Katarzyna Fudala 
Jordan Kiley Fuller* 
Stephanie Marie Gabrys* 
Shawna Rae Gaetto* 
Jack Romano Gallagher* 
Melissa Ganser* 
Jennifer Garcia 
Samantha C. Gardner 
Gabriel Garza 
Matthew Ryan Gasaway 
Julie Ann Gear 
Kelly Elizabeth Geisel* 
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Hanna Lauren Geraghty Ryan Joseph Janeczko Lindsay Lauren Levita* Sean Kevin Murphy 
Natalie Ann Gilbert Adam C Jansen* Daniel Jackson Levy Abby Marie Murray 
Karen Marie Gioia* Anna Elizabeth Johnson* Rebecca Marie Lopez* Deana Jordan Mysliwiec* 
Brian Paul Gladkowski Callie Rachelle Johnson* Erin Elizabeth Lowder* Frank Adam Naujokas 
Brittney Marie Glenn* David Jerrell Johnson Nicholas Lozano Matt Everett Neal 
Thomas Karl Glowicki Keith Edward Johnson Eria Sierra Lucas Shannon Alyse Neuner 
Laura Nicole Gniazdoski Timothy M. Johnson Eugenia Lugo Sandy Nguyen 
Jennifer Marie Goldsmith* Conner Patrick Jones* Kairee Lynne Luna* Tam Th i Thanh Nguyen* 
Laura Sevilla Gomez* Emily Corrinne Jones* Andrew William Lynch Tyler Clayton Nickell 
Stacey Lynn Gorecki* Melissa Lynne Kagerer Frances Macleod* Martin R Nieto 
Samuel Lucas Gove Ed Daegun Kang Sa,nuel Mackin* James Robert Noyes 
Cameron McKenzie Graey Paige Elizabeth Kang Robert Magala Haley Megan O'Brien 
Allyson Joyce Graves* Celeste Louise Karier* Miriam Mai* Rebecca Elaine O'Brien 
Daniel James Green Jarrett Lonnie Kelly Keith Alexander Majewski Amanda Grace O'Brien-
Lenese Calleea Griffin Megan Kathleen Kelly Alex John Manella Hickey 
Matthew Ray Griffin Chloe Ann Kenning Kristopher Aston Martin Mayumi Oka 
Shawn Joesph Guiney Robert Joseph Kerrigan Brian Scott Masionis Rafal J. Oleksy 
Natalia Guzowski* Ashley Anna Kersey Gina Lynn Mayes Caren Andrea Oliver 
Alexandria Nicole Hall Gilda Khajehhosseini* Amelia Joanna Mazur* Kaitlyn Leigh Olson* 
Carly Rita Hamer* Zarina Khan Marieke Elisabeth Yael Orellana 
Kayla Nicole Hamilton Samuel Adam Kirk McClendon* Lynn Suzanne Paulson 
Laura Elizabeth Haney Nicolette Opal Kittinger* Chelsea Marie Mccombs* Emily Jane Perkins* 
Michal Harel* Lina Kiznyte Gabby Elaine McConnell Ashley Germaine Peszek 
Ero! Scott Harris Elizabeth Leigh Klebenow* Terrence McDaniel Katrina Anne Petrauskas 
Sara Elizabeth Harris Sarah Rachel Knutson* Shanan Avery McKeaney Dustin Pettegrew* 
Winslow Harte* Amy Lynn Kofink* Samuel Martin McMorris Tucker Althoff Phillips 
Mary Eileen Hayes* Lauren Rachelle Koper* Lauren Ashley McPhillips* Candace Christine Piastrelli 
Michael Rogers Heck Megan Marie Koranda Laura Ann Medek Agnieszka Stefania 
Stuart Elliot Heidmann Olga Kosheleva* Adriana Mendez Pogorecka* 
Claire Elyse Henry* Lauren Ashley Kosiara* Veronica Alicia Mendez Renuka Ponnaluri 
Solange Marie Henson* Rebecca Ann Kott Lindsey Kate Meyer* Frank Thomas Porcaro IV 
Carlos Hernandez Adeline Elizabeth Kreis Leah Rachelle Michaelson* Shani Aisha Poston 
Salina Marie Hill Lindsay Jean Kummerer* Sloane Tirotta Michel Tiffani Joan Priday 
Rachel Elizabeth Hirst* Lauren Boylan Kusmierczak Sara Millsap Nida Prukpitikul 
Brent Hjertstedt Kathleen Elizabeth Lafferty* Julia Catherine Mlakar* Elizabeth Helen Puetz 
Mariah Elaine Houlihan Elisabeth Jane Lambright Kirsa Orlenda Molina* Kathryn Ann Quade* 
Thomas Edward House Jesse Michael Lankford Ryan Thomas Monahan Chrissy Bridget Quinlan 
Samuel Benjamin Hubbard* Justine Larsen Shannon L Mooney Rogelio Ramos 
Morgan Roy Hu neck* Lauren Elizabeth Lazicki* Michelle Ann Moore Abby Leigh Redfield* 
Sara Hunt Kimberly Le Melisa Marie Morgan* Paige Resendiz* 
Natalie Wright lwaszek Grant Tyler Lechner Melissa Jane Morin Ruth Ann Reyes* 
Kaitlyn Maureen Jacobs Pei-Chin (Reavens) Lee Ian Paul Morrison* Cesar Patrick Rodriguez 
Sarah Anne Jaeger Sujin Lee Caitlyn Alan Morrissey Melissa Catherine Rohr* 
44 
Richelle Dorothy Rolli* Cassidy Nichole Scott* 
Cynthia Jovanny Roman* Christina Louise Senay• 
Kinga Rosinska* Kevin Patrick Serna 
Caroline Ross* Anna Sher 
Danielle Elisse Ross Lesley Ann Shevchenko* 
Lindsay Millikan Rozynek Allison Shiman• 
Nathan Shawn Rutzky Samuel E. Sidney 
Caitlln Erin Ryan Evan n1ompson Skidmore 
Alexandra Zoe Rydberg Patrick Skoglund 
Elric Gerard Sabb Emma Colette Smith* 
Krysten Marie Saffell Justyna Anna Solarz* 
Nicholas Ryan Salzwedel Melanie Christine Spagnola 
Sophia Louise Savino Monique Lashaun Stancle 
Jay Michael Schaul* John Bradley Sturm* 
Erica Lynn Schetgen Mary Justine Sutton• 
Matt Dale Schieren Elizabeth Louise Szwaya• 
James Thomas Schmidt Cristina Marie Tadeo* 
Chelsea Lynn Schneider* Alexander Richard Tam 
Tara Kay Schoessel* Emily Nicole Tam 
Emily Andrea Schroeder Paige Mary Taylor* 
Emily Grace Schultze• Abby Gail Tebeau 
Kelly Nicole Schulz* Jessica Ann Tenney* 
45 
Cecilia M Tito 
Alexander Christopher 
Todaro 
Britt Katherine Torger 
Michael Christopher Turziak* 
Marianna Tzeka 
Lexia Vadevoulis* 
Jennifer Christine Valentine• 
Steve Ross Valentine* 
S. Kristen Vanderburg 
Vicente Antonio Vasquez* 
Edilberto Vazquez• 
Rasa Velicka* 
Varunee Vichaikul 
Candace Suzanne Vreeland* 
Natalie Walser• 
Jiaqi Wang• 
Alena Nicole Washburne* 
Gregory Evan Wegener* 
Justin James Weidling* 
Karen Marie Weiss 
Tayler Elise Westlake* 
Christina Whitehouse* 
Apryl! Monet Williamson 
Martha Willis* 
Jonathan Robert Wilson 
Caitlin Jessica Winkler 
Matthew Mallo Wojtan 
Alexandra Marie Woods 
Conor Barton Wooten* 
Colin Steven Wright 
Faith Wright 
Ji Wook Yang 
Christina E Yi 
Russell Edward Yost* 
Nora Anne-Marie Younkin* 
Eugene Zak 
Scott J Zareski 
Kylie Christiana Zavadil * 
Volodymyr Zaytsev 
Tristan John Zeier 
Carl Robinson Zeller 
Ashley Lauren Zenner* 
Shane Zobel 
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CANDIDATES FOR TH E 
BAC H E LOR OF AR T S D EGREE 2012 
Nidal Abbed Anthony Michael Amponin Jose Atencio Nicholas Adam Barks* 
Timothy Jordan Abel* Natalie June Ancira Alex Auby* Thomas Michael Barlow 
Zachary D Abel Arabella Anderson* Deborah Austin* Angela G. Barnes 
Dylan Charles Abramovich Charles Luke Anderson Jacqueline Mariana Ayala Jessica Lynne Baron* 
Candice Ann Acevedo* Christopher Scott Anderson Courtney Therese Baca Cathleen Janet Barone 
Kathryn Elisa Acosta* Geoffrey Allen Anderson Keyon J Badakhshanian* Maxwell Campbell Barrett 
Nadia Victoria Adam Jacqueline Elizabeth Katherine Elizabeth Badger* John Tucker Barrie 
Christopher Elonte Adams Anderson Christopher Badillo David Charles Barron* 
Emily Lauren Adcock John Francis Anderson Rokeeb Olatide Badmus Kyle Barrowman* 
Matthew John Adema Kelsey Elizabeth Anderson* Jessica Baez Mark Robert Barta 
Michael Benjamin Adler* Michael Patrick Anderson* Vanessa Marie Baez Evan Matthew Barth* 
Amber Aebly Chris Andre Peter G. Bagdonas Megan Nicole Bartie* 
Raluca E. Agape Jake Alexander Andrews Jessica Bahowick Katy Louise Bartlett* 
Ariel Lisette Aguilera* Holly Nichole Andrzeicik Christopher Marlon Bailey Ryan Barton 
Sarah Michelle Akers Christina M. Andrzejewski* Emmanuel H Bailey Aaron Taylor Bartscht* 
Vincent Gerard Alagna Kristina Nicole Angele Jared Bailey Molly Lauren Bartus* 
Kristina Alagno Stephani Nicole Anglada Michael A Bailey* Jacob Benjamin Bass 
Fahad Alam Emily Elizabeth Annis Megan Skylar Baim* Deandre Rheim Batchelor 
Lauren Elizabeth Alberque* David Anthony* Blaine Christopher Baker Christina Leigh Bates 
Jennifer Marie Aleman Ian James Anthony Elisa Marie Baker* Kelly Bates* 
Maxwell Lewis Tanaka Erika A. Anthos Lawrence Andre Baker Angela Genean Batie 
Alexander Anderson Arthur Anton Zack Scott Bakewell Morganleigh Rose Battle 
Sean Nicholas Alexander Abraharn Arce Samantha Anne Bakke Cameran Honee Sattley 
Leah Lauren Alford Kelly Ardan Gregory Adam Baldino* Elizabeth Claire Baudler* 
Sandy Elizabeth Alford* Vivian Danielle Arder Elizabeth Blair Baldwin Natalia Baxter* 
Daniel Patrick Allen Nile James Arena* Ryan William Foster Baldwin Curtis James Tristan Beache* 
Weston Getto Allen* Chanel Latrice Armstrong* Alexandria Ashley Jasmine Latrice Beal 
Joshua James Alletto* Bridget Elizabeth Arnet* Balgooyen* Scott James Beattie 
Amanda Emmalee Allfrey Mason W Arrington* Adam Jefferson Balser Emily Anne Beauvais 
Alejandro Rene Almazan Alexandar Arsenijevic* Claire Elizabeth Bamber Kisha L. Beck 
Natalie Serena Alms Evelyn Arteaga Brittany Banion* Jade Devan Begay 
Adriana N Alore* Nicholas Jarrett Arvanitis Alora Leandrea Banks Leah Eldad-Dawit Bekele* 
Joshua Jimmie Altman Balquis Arzberger* Bradley Jerome Banks Matthew Belk 
Melanie Alvarez Adam David Ashbaugh German Barajas Richard Belli no 
Annalisa Alina Alzona Peter Lewis Ashen berner Yadira Barajas Emily Aileen Bender* 
Vinnie Emilio Amadei* Collin York Ashmead-Bobbitt* Emily Claire Barbian Joseph Alan Benedict 
Jordan Alexander Arna ndes Farah Asif* Evan R. Bargiel* Benson Michael Beneker 
Jessica L Amend Hope Asya-Broughton April Marian Barkley Gustavo M. Benites-Galvez 
46 
Christa Michelle Bennett Adrienne Leigh Boeing Garret Lee Brooks Michael Jeffrey Cage II 
Alyssa Renee Benson* Randy Coleman Bonds Diana Bros* Amber Marie Calderon 
Nathaniel Bentley-Johnson Jacob Robert Bone* Elizabeth Andrea Brossard Kelly Stephanie Calderone 
Ebony Shirletha Benton Luis Daniel Bonilla-Gonzalez Matthieu Joseph Brousseau* Alexander Emil Callaway* N Jacqueline Berger Courtney Meredith Bonner Brittany Lauren Shree Brown Edward Cameron Calleros 
Lauren Jo Berger* Ryan Joseph Booker Christopher Jamal Brown Christen Cathryn Calloway* .-1 
Samuel Stephen Bergren Danielle L. Boone-Newman* Hilary Whitney Brown Caralanay Cameron* 0 Bryce Aaron Berkowitz* Kate Marie Borghgraef* Jerdane Terrell Brown Joseph Thomas Campbell N Nathaniel Aaron Berry* Mason Anthony Born Kelsey Brown Elliot Samuel Campos• 
Sean Michael Berry Alexander Keith Borozan• Kevin R. Brown Martha Campos I.J_ 
Matthew Erich Berthold Julie Boruff Patrick Douglas Brown* Sierra C Candia 0 Emily Rae Bertino* Amelia Maria Bosben Wesley Brown* Patrick Wilkin Cannon 
Jordan Trichelle Beyeler Bennett Decker Bottero William Brown Michael Cantafio Cl) Elizabeth Ann Beyer Tyler Joseph Bouyer Melanie M Brownfield Yuan Cao Cl) Robert T. Biedrzycki* Peter Norman Bowse* Lisa Renee Brumby* Lauren Michelle Capoccitti 
<( Jade Noelle Biesboer Shayna Noelle Boyd Kristofer Willam Bryant Jonathon Edward Capozziello* 
Robert Quinn Biggio Sr. Rachel Colleen Boylan* Ariel Tianna Bryson Gregory Joseph Cappis* _J 
Sara Margaret Bill Alexandria Bozeman Rhianna Marie Brzuszkiewicz• Vanessa Cardona u 
Stewart Wayne Billings Rhea Bianca Bozzacchi* Rowan Tristan Buck Lucas Schilling Carine 
Jon-Michael Thomas Daniel Austin Braden Diana Constance Buckley Angelica Marie Carlson* w 
Billingslea Ashley Marie Bradley Patrick John Budris Jeremy Taylor Carlson• I Andrew Louis Billmyer* Kjersten Bradley Matthew William Buenger• Michael John Carlson* I-Brian J. Binetti Nicole Marie Brainer Hadassah Elizabeth Bullis* Shannon Nicole Carlstrom 
Quincy Lee Stephen Bingham Brock Brake Bernice B. Bullocks Nicholas Carroll I.J_ 
Matthew A. Biondo Nate Brandel* Ashley Marie Bunn Brittany Danielle Carter 0 Louis Anthony Bisceglie* Brittany Jennifer Branson* Jessica Anne Burg* Corrin Evonne Carter 
Grace Anne Bishop Nicole Suzette Brasfield Rachel Burger• Dashun Noel Carter I-Scott Mason Bittinger Nicholas James Bravo Patrick Evan Burgess Jeremy Ray Carter z Brittany Kiara Black Matt Joseph Brax Jonathan Glen Burgett Lasundra Shay Carter 
w Jared Mitchell Blackard* Mackenzie Brayan Maggie Lynn Burke Nicole Dominique Casas 
Wyatt Woodrow Blackburn Serina Breezer Sophia Catherine Burke Bryan James Caselli* ~ Brecan Renee Bland Evan Jay Bremer Kevin Michael Burns Kyle Thomas Casey w Katarzyna Blasik* Katherine Faye Bremhorst Bryanne Marie Busato Steve Casillas 
u Taylor Alexander Blasko* Rebecca Breske Constance M. Buscemi Stephanie Agtual Caspelich* 
Stephen David Bliss Alexander John Brettin Jennifer Buschner• John Coleman Cass z Elizabeth K Blockinger Ashley Brice Justin Carlton Butler James Louis Cassidy w Brandon T Blue John Taylor Brinck Nicole Marie Butler Katherine Kelly Cassidy* ~ Brittany Blumenthal Brian Christopher Brissart Danielle Byas Andrew Adricula Castro 
Alise Patricia Blunk* Kenyatta Lakeisha Brock Saylee Ann Byers Daniel Andres Castro* ~ Nicolas Manuel Bocanegra Timothy James Brock Kevin Allen Caby Wendy Castro 
Amilcar Samora Boddie-Willis Dantoine Maurice Brocks John Anthony Cacho Prowidenza Catalano* 0 
Corina Natalia Bode Lauren Anne Bronston* Amanda Marie Zoe Cade* Michelle Marie Catanese u Adrienne Leigh Boeing Alexander Donald Brooks Schanne Aaron Charles Cade Angelo H Catania 
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Patrick John Cavanaugh Josah Ruth Clement Joshua Anthony Cortez Kenneth Louis Daggs 
Devin Ashley Cave Egan Maxwell Click* Dana Clarke Cosgrove Andrew James Dallas 
Michael A Caviani Carmen Lakiesha Clifton Marina Catherine Cotsilis Joseph Pat rick Daly 
Ashley Michelle Cebak Chris Cl imer Mayra Alejandra Cotto* John Tyler Damon 
Liliana Centeno Candyce Clines Katherine Nicole Coughlin* Louise Rose Dana 
Paul Kilian Cervenka Melissa Claire Cloud John Courchane Danielle Nicole Daniels 
Subo Cha* Daniel Cloward* Heather Courter* Elisabeth Hannah Daniels* 
Ryan Garrison Chamales Sadiyya Ameena Coates Ian Robert Covelli Theodore Howard Daniels 
Alexandra Morgan Chan Kyle Bernard Cogan Sarah Lynn Cowdery* Sherley Daleana Danley 
Byron Chan Chelsea Cohen Elizabeth Channing Cowles Daniel Brent Dantzler 
Alexis Marie Chance David Michael Cohen Nidia Rocio Coy Gomez* Wyatt Danz* 
Jacob Christian Chandler* Jon Kfir Cohen Casey Coyle Carrie-Ann Vernice Dardy 
Jennifer Allyson Chaney Omri Cohen Mariah Genee Craddick* Ryan Allen Darmos 
Sae Youn Chang* Danielle Coirier Simona D. Craig Evan L. Darst 
Graham Henry Chapman* Charles Cole* John Thomas Craighead* Erika Jean Davi 
Margaret Rose Chapman Belynzia Coleman Andrea Lianne Crandall Brittney Ciara Davis 
Samuel John Charles Cassandra Lyn Coleman Steven Alexander Cravens Jon Erich Davis 
Tracy Ann Chatton Jennifer Lynn Collett Amanda Crawford Joshua Benjamin Davis 
Angelica Chavez Eboney Shantea Collins Joseph Frank Crawford Lindsey Marie Davis 
Jose Salvador Chavez* Monae Col lins* Terrell Jermaine Crawford Marcus Aaron Davis 
Silvia Chavez Nicholas Collins Joshua Lamont Crenshaw* Scott Jacob Davis 
Daniel Patrick Cheskis Lara Collins-Hed* Lucia Angelica Crespo Ticara Devone Davis 
Kristina Jo Chiko* Stephanie Lee Collura Ciara Lachandra Crews Tiffany Marie De la Rosa* 
Lorin Patrice Childs Christ ina Charlotte Colosimo Patrick Carlisle Croft Michael Joseph DeFalco 
Janeen Alexia Chinn Alma Colpa Chassidy Breiun Crowder Sean DeFrancesco 
Krystan Rose Chmelovski* Brandon Allen Comerford Emily Sookyung Crowell* David Nathaniel Devries 
Allen Chodakowski Martina Common Gabriel Priscilla Crowell Ashley Anne Deakins 
Anthony Duke Choy-Sutton Thomas Sims Confar Michael James Crowley* Felmar Dean 
Claire Margaret Chrzan* Timothy Thomas Connolly* Carolina Cruz* Alex Christopher Deaton* 
Harrison Rothman Kayla Christ ine Conrad* Joshua Alexander Cubas* Brittany Chea Defibaugh* 
Ciancuillo* Curt Joseph Cook* Anthony Cuellar Anthony Jay Dehn* 
Lauren Marie Cierzan* Jael Leah Cook Andrew Frederick Cummings Eric Gregory Delost 
Eric David Ciesielski Kaye Frances Cooksey* Rory Cunningham* William James Demby 
Erica Cieslak Will iam Anthony Coon Kendal Curtis Alexandra Nikolas Demos 
Joseph Anthony Cirignani* Arron Gregory Cooper Robert Francis Curtis* Andrew Robert Denaro 
Lynnessa Jontil Clarett Brett Everett Cooper Matthew Jacob Cusumano Victor Denischik 
Caitlin Rose Clark Kara Jane Cooper Benjamin Douglas Cutinello Britta Katherine Dennis 
Courtney Deanna Clark Paul Alan Cope* Chelsea Cwiklik* Alan Garland Dennison 
Dan Steven Clark Tyler Christopher Coppock Eliza Michal Cypers* Taylor Grant Devos 
Songine Alexis Clarke John Francis Corcoran* Ryan Patrick Czaja Peter Anthony DiCamillo* 
Lindsay Classen* Megan Christine Coronado Nathaniel Robert Daab Robert Joseph DiChristofano 
Zoe Rose Claster* Alexis Ruth Corrigan* Piotr Dabrowski Valerie Rose DiMaio 
Casey Evan Clemens Rose Corrigan* Angela Rose Dabru zzi Alicia Nichole Diamond 
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Vanessa Diaz* Tate Jurgen Durr* Whitney Lynn Faile Sean Patrick Forrest 
Victor Diaz Michelle Lynn Dziuban Kevin Craig Fairbairn• Sarah Ann Forrester* 
Kelly Irene Dickerson* Alfredo Echeverria* Amanda Rae Fairbrother• Andrew Asa Forster 
Dana Corinne Diederich* Klarissa Ana Echeverria Katherine Sarah Falbo* Lauren Elizabeth Fortson* 
Gregory Thomas Dillon Austin Raymond Eckel* Jordan Falduto• Steven Eugene Fowler* N 
Amanda Dittami* Stephanie Imelda Karalyn Lisa Fark Brian Stephan Fox .... 
Alison Katherine Divina• Eckermann Krysten Lauren Farley• Jaclyn Franchetti 0 Amari M. Dixon Spencer Garrett Eckl Martin Christopher Farrelly Kristen Leigh Franzen 
N Curtis James Dixon* Quiana J. Edmond Willow Star Faygenholtz Erick Frausto 
James Robert Dixon* Erin Marie Edwards Anthony Andrew Federowicz* Evan Wesley Frazier• LL. Tanisha Antoinette Dixon• Ricardo Edwards Elias Feghaly Nicole Frazier* 
0 Elizabeth Mary Dobski* Spencer Joseph Edwards Aubrey Rose Feinen Nicole E. Frederick 
Amina Lorden Doctrove Maxwell Ehrlich Noah Gabriel Feldman Samson Lynn Frederick I 
Hannah Moore Dolbeer* Melissa Anne Ehrmeyer Leah Elisabeth Felgar* Kyle Patrick Free• C/) 
Jenna Alexandra Joshua Hillel Eidenberg Cresencia Cherie Felty Jeremy Paul Freehill C/) 
Domeischel* Thomas Elder Terrence Lamar Fenison* Erin Lynne Freibert <( 
Diane Dominguez* Ricardo Antonio Elias* Constantin Fenton Marisol Fresnillo-Rigaud* 
....J 
Jennice Dominguez Pat Elifritz* Stephanie E. Ferguson• Callie Jaclyn Frey• (.) 
Michael A Dominguez William John Eline* Jasmine Ferris Chenene Friend 
Jessica Lynn Dommer* Matthew Grant Ellcessor Linda Marie Fessler• John William Froman w 
Meagan Marie Donaghy* Lydia Ruth Ellis·Curry* Gaitlyn Elise Fetta• Jacob Adam From kin I Katie Elizabeth Stephen Richard Ellison Kristin Amber Fiduccia Alexandra Jane Fry 
I-Donajkowski* Michael Justin Else Marlee Rae Fiedler James Patrick Fry 
Cindy Janice Donda Daniel Raymond Eisman Astrea Diana Figueroa Alexander William Fryer LL. Miles Brandon Doornbos* Kevin Joseph Erne Ashley Elizabeth Fischer• Eric William Fuerst* 0 Bishara A. Dorre Jillian Susan Endebrock* Benjamin David Fish Falan Marie Fuquay 
Tiffany Michelle Dotson Laura Ann English Derek Clayton Fisher• Scott Pilkington Fussey* I-James Michael Dougherty* Brad Enrici Gina Marie Flammio Pamela Ann Gabb* 
Britney Annice Douglas Jennifer Gwen Ensign Gregory John Fleming Peter Emanuel Gabriel z 
David James Douglass Gewargis Envia Jaime Gehl Fliehler Ross Gabriel w 
Jessica Dowdle Nicole Marie Erhardt Nicole JoAnn Flood* Jay Gentry Galbreath* ~ Rebecca Downing• Chessa Elisabeth Ernest Martha Patricia Flores• Joseph Brendan Gallagher• 
James M. Drake* Sandra Lee Ernsberger Katherine Sarah Florina Shannon Katherine w 
Jonathan Charles Drake Markus Christian Ervin Aren Della Flowers Gallagher (.) 
Chance E Draper* Maria Cristina Espinosa Katelyn Elizabeth Floyd* Karina Annely Gallardo* z Robert Jeffry Drauden Ashley Elizabeth Esselmann• Shea Christ ian Flynn Sherri Gallo* 
w Blythe Elizabeth Dresser Isaac Zane Estep* Adam Foch Gracy Tomasa Galvan 
Jill Louise Drum Paul Michael Evangelista* Keenan Foley* Griselda Galvan ~ Irene Schelin Duff Autumn Evans Braulio Jose Fonseca• Analy Gamino ~ Rizzadal N Dulay• Brianna Evans Logan Fonseca* Christopher John Garavaglia* 
Zyhra Durakovic* Millicent Victoria Evans* Aubrie Jean Forbis Brittany Garber* 0 Julieta Duran* Thomas James Evans Angela Toinette Ford Krystina Falloria (.) Deborah Laverne Durham• Cristina Fabian Nicole Lauren Ford Garchitorena 
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Bridget Arlene Garcia Casey Gold* Meghan Ashley Griffith Ian Patrick Hanrahan* 
Gustavo Garcia* Tarneicea Tamarr Golden Megan Beth Griggs* Burnal Roy Hansen 
Ruben Carl Garcia* Ronald Scot Goldie Alexander Stewart Grimes Katherine Dale Hansen 
Sandra Garcia Jonathan Bennett Toni Lysette Grimes Emily Elizabeth Harbaugh* 
Yasmine Garcia* Goldthwaite* Kelsey Irene Grimshaw Jeremy Harbottle* 
Juan carlos Garcia-Spitz Reuben Golovin Eric T. Groat Trevia Latrice Hardiman 
Frank Edward Gardner Sofia Gomez Garcia* Joseph Edward Grossman Janell Marie Harding 
Lawrence D. Gardner Victoria L. Gonia Jacob Edward Groves Mark Edward Harmon 
Nicholas Gerard Gardner Maureen Emily Gonzales* Katherine Emily Grube Nolan Robert Harmon 
Shelby Louise Gardner Amalia Gonzalez* Melissa Nicole Gruenberg Timothy Jacob Harnew 
Stephanie Carmela Gardner* Gabriela Diane Gonzalez* Jovan Jontue Gudger Omar Haro 
Lizette Garza Jennifer Nicole Gonzalez Ariel Cristina Guernica Christina Diane Harper 
Ryan Gast Kristy Joanne Gonzalez Richard Steve Guerra Amanda Lynn Harris 
Deanne Gaston Adam Webster Goodell* Christian Guerrero* Anja Lauren Harris 
Lidia Tesfu Gebrezgher Ya'Quavia La nee Gooden Nancy Marie Guida* Colton William Harris 
Brelyn Jo'Anne Gerard Ronson Elias Gorguis Lisa Marie Guillen Denton A Harris 
Christopher Eric Gerber Adam Jeffrey Gorsky Rahul Gupta* Zachary Mitchell Harris 
Alexandra Gabriella Eva Margaret Goslin Lisa Marie Gut Lianne Catherine Hart* 
Geregova Kaitlin Graham* Alicia Gutierrez Kevin Conrey Hartmann* 
Mercedes Alexandra Christopher Grajeda Sandra Violeta Gutierrez Noel Yvonne Hartmann* 
Gerhardt* Jared David Grant Daniel J. Guzman Tara Michelene Hartnett 
Kate Amy Gerston* Skyler Robert Grant* Steven James Haas* Laura Elizabeth Harwood 
Deandra Reisia Gibbs Megan Elisabeth Gravelyn* Johanna Habley Caslon Fitzpatrick Hatch* 
Bruce Lee Gifford Jr. Brian Bernard Gray Melissa Joy Hackney Kristin Hauge 
Brendan Jeremy Jordan Meghan Elyse Gray Victoria Rose Haddad* Michael Jeffrey Hauser 
Gilbert* Elizabeth Jane Grear* Lauren Rose Hadeed* Brian Robert Hawkins 
Michael Joseph Gilbertson* Jason Frederick Grede Katherine E Hagen* Jasmine Anna Hawkins 
Mark Andrew Gill Bra nick Jacoby Green Allison Ann Hahn Derek James Haworth 
Stacey Deneen Gill Catherine Elizabeth Green Yasmeen Haleem* Shaun Edward Hayden 
Bridget Mary Gillespie Chad Lee Green Sydnee Symone Haley Na'm Samal Hayes 
Monica Renee Gilley Nelson Eugene Green II Moses Elijah Hall Eric Hazen 
David Adam Gilmore Kevin Edward Greene* Amy Colleen Halm* Michael Gregory Hecker 
Grace Everett Gimpel Derrick Clifton Greenwood Tiela Marie Halpin Jade Bianca Hedgeman 
Sirseal Zanetta Gipson Danielle Nicole Gregoire Royce Hamel* Mary Pat Hefferan* 
Andrew J. Glasenhardt Camille Elaine Gregory* Michael Alexander Hamilton* Danielle Turner Heinson* 
Michelle Elizabeth Glaser Christy Lynn Gregory Tyjuan Darrell Hamilton* Abby Leigh Heissler 
Ryan Joseph Gleeson Alisha Grezlik* Alicia Nicole Ham,nond* Adam Mitchell Hellman 
Amanda Grace Glenzer Erin Marie Griffin Stevina LaShawn Hampton Riley Mansfield Helsen* 
Fallon Marie Glick* Lawrence Parnell Griffin IV Jennifer Jihyun Han* Bradley Alan Hendrickson 
Kristen Noel Glogowski* Michael Thomas Benedict Chelsea Rhiannon Hancock* Lillian Brigid Henehan* 
Chanel C Glover Griffin Alexander James Hand David Michael Hennessy 
Chloe Lane Godard* Paige Caroline Griffin Dylan Francis Hankey* Cynthia Henson 
Amy Frances Goggin Ryan Griffin* Alexandra Ann Hanpeter Lauren Marie Herbert* 
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Lindsey Anna Herdrich Elise Marie Hough Kelly Lee Jackowski Nyisha Mari Johnson 
Cordelia Rose Herman Corbin Laroy Howard Anna Alyse Jackson Paige Christine Johnson 
Daniel Christopher Herman* Jerry Jerome Howard* Keenan Demont Jackson Rachel Christina Johnson 
Christopher Carl Hermer Benjamin Austin Howard· Madelene Page Jackson Seretha L. Johnson 
Ariana Hermosillo McKinney Marquita Darcel Jackson* William T. Johnson* N 
Andrea Veronika Hernandez Scott Kevin Howatt Olivia Nicole Jackson Michael John Jokela ,r-1 
Estefan Edwin Hernandez Catherine N. Howe Phillip Taylor Jackson Alexandra S Jones 0 Janira Hernandez Daniel Richard Alexander Kate Elizabeth Jacobsen* Andrea Danita Jones N Julia Nicole Hernandez Howell Faith Wright Jacobson Benjamin S Jones 
Jennifer Lynn Herrig* William Robert Hoyer* Aleksandar llija Jakovljevic Chamika Denea Jones LL Kelsey Clark Herron* Spencer Morgan Huang* Evan Jallouqa Danejia M Jones 0 Timothy Heverin Kevin John Huberty Aleya Ladonna James Devonte Marquis Jones 
Kera Cay Hildebrandt Jerica Jeanette Hucke* Autumn Nicole James Evan W Jones* U) William James Hillgamyer KaCee Jean Hudson Jung Hwa Jang* Ian Richard Jones* 
Jonathan Hirsh Jessica Estelle Huggins Jason William Janowicz Ka'lan Jones U) 
July Hizon Lindsay Hugh* Alicia Caroline Jarzab* LaReshea Renee Jones <t: 
Megan Elizabeth Hobbs Myles Edward Hughes Kathryn Theresa Jasper* Matthew Lee Jones* _J 
Robert Waites Hobson* Victoria Hughes* Sarah Jean Jedd* Michael S. Jones u Hayley Suzanne Maggie Elizabeth Humphrey* Tanner Jeffers* Tarpley Brooks Jones 
Hochstettler* Sarah Monica Humphries Kevin Montgomery Moore Taylor Myers Jones w 
Madalyn Makay Hoerr• Rhys Henry Hunding Jeffries Teniya Earmer Jones I Laura Elise Hoff* Andrew Hunt* Spencer Cameron Jenich Terrence Jones• I-Jenna Elizabeth Hoffman William Oliver Hunt* Chakeya Monique Jenkins Kaitlin Jane Jongebloed* 
Meredith Lynne Hoffman Zachary Amos Hunt Graham Coll ins Jenkins• Mathew Tyler Jordan LL 
Peter Hoffman Nicolette Inez Hunter Jennifer Lynne Jennings Krista Michele Juderjahn* 0 Darryl Martin Holliday Patrick Cole Hurlburt* Patrick Ryan Jennings• Brittany Skyy Juilfs 
Stephen Duane Holliger Drew Alexander Hurt Haejin Jeon Ashleigh Mellissa Jung I-Frank Ryan Holly Josh James Huseman Wesley Jerden* Yo El Jung• z Sydney Corryn Holman Mohammed Ali Hussain Amy Marie Jesernig* Claudia Veronica Jurado* 
Tyler Mark edward Holme* Megan Christine Hutsell Brittany Lee Jewell Thomas Michael Jurgensen• w 
Bonita Diane Holmes Dayeanne Terese Hutton• Enrique Jonathan Johanet• Luke Andrew Juszczak ~ Jermain A. Holmes Jennifer Ann Hyde* Alicia Nicole Johnson Rachael Ann Kabaker 
Maya Milana Holt Samantha Renae Hylla* Alyssa Marie Johnson Megan Kay Kaiser w 
Chloe Eleanor Honeyman· Meryle ldzerda Chelsea Camille Johnson Page Marie Kallop* u 
Bloede Michael Scott lliopoulos Courtney Virginia Johnson Martin Douglas Kane z Alyssa Jeane Hoppensteadt Kristen Ashley Ing Devlon Louise Johnson Patrick Kane* w Alyson Horan Christina Ingram Diante Lafay Johnson Katherine Ann Kanigowski 
Jacob Hornbarger Karolyn Suzanne Ingram* Dwayne Everett Johnson Laura Kanis* ~ 
Joel M Hornbarger• Sara Lyn Ingram Jami Lynn Johnson* Miriam Kannapell ~ Felicia Anne Hornby* Chonthicha lnthamat Jessie Johnson Josh Kaplan 
April Nicole Hornsby Ashley Lynn Isaac Lindsey Johnson Matthew David Karcher 0 Bnttney Allie Gloria Hortman Christian R. lsely Mark Donald Johnson* Lauren Alyse Karcz u Lindsay Marie Horwood Rubina Jabbar* Nicholas Charles Johnson Christopher Rory Karczewski* 
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Katharine Grace Chloe Rose Kittle Joseph John La Rocca Mario Lekovic* 
Karczewski* Michael Alan Klaric Alec Maurice Lacasse Jessica M. Lema 
Sarah Elizabeth Karczewski* Karolina Magdalena Klasa Taj Dominique Lacey John Lemberger* 
Jonathan Alexander Karmen Lauren Kathryn Klich Taylor Danielle Lacey Coco Ree Lemery 
Elizabeth Ann Karr Josef Robert Kl ingler Ariel Laden Lis Joanna Leon 
Scott David Kaser Paige Marie Klone* Anna Louise Lafontant Angelena Alexis K. Leonard 
Jenna Blair Kaspar Noah Alexander Kloor* Lauren Rae Lahvic Tyler Paul Lepp* 
Kathryn Emily Kasperski Ross Alexander Knight* Siobhan Catherine Lally Gabrielle Cori Lerner* 
Alex Katz Sharon D Knowles Erik Jason Lambert* Alex Jacob Levine 
Trevor Jon Kay Jennifer Lee Knuth* Kyle Ray Lambie Elaina Paige Levingston 
Michael Ray Kazmierczak Sara Elizabeth Knysz* Chelsea Joyce Lameira Patrick Lewandowski 
Tiffany Kathleen Keane James Jeffrey Koblish* Caitlin Christina Lamey Barbara Marie Lewis 
Aileen Marie Keating Paula Kochan Justyn Erin Landis* Brent Edward Lewis 
Justin Alexander Keberlein* Ashley Ann Koehn Kimberly Jeanette Lane Ebone' S. Lewis 
Jeffrey Sebastian Keck Samuel Jacob Kohlhaas* Margaret Jean Lang Scott William Lewis 
Gregory Adam Keefer Rachel Marie Kolb* John Edwin Lange* Thomas Joshua Lewis 
David 8. Keeling Jeffrey Robert Kopp* Kevin Patrick Lanigan Eric John Liberacki II 
Matthew William Keene Mateusz Kot* Ben Pablo Lara * Kevin Joseph Licata 
Andrew Keil Lindsay Ann Kovacs Aija Kiana Malika Larry* Nina Renee Liewehr* 
Molly Katherine Keith Brooke Alice Kozlowski Szymon Stefan Lassa k* Brittany Lynnae Lightbourne 
John William Kellerhals Rose Lynne Kraemer Matthew Keith Latourelle* Robin Borlong Lin 
Megan Elizabeth Kelly Christine Catherine Kramer Rhondarose Lattiere* Shane Stanley Lincoln 
Sean Kelly* Carilyn Sue Krason* Paul Scott Latza* Sara Elizabeth Linker* 
Mark Charles Kenna Tiffany Ann Krause* John William Lauler Arika Jordahn Linton 
John Patrick Kennedy Brittany Lee Krawczyk* Naomie Laurent* Hannah Lipke* 
Terrance Kennedy Lucas John Kreitler* Adam Homer Lawson Adam Lizakowski* 
Nicholas Lowder Kent* Emily Michelle Krieger Justin Michael Lawson Rogelio Gabriel Llamedo Ill 
Kevin John Kern Ian Jude Krinock Colin Michael Lazorka Nicole Marie Llewellyn* 
Miles Kerr Robert Henry Krol Lien Le Elizabeth Veronica Lloyd 
Paul Khailo Thomas Ronald Kroll Judie Phi-Oanh Le-Thi Benjamin William LoPreto 
Manar Khalil Steve Gregory Kroodsma Katy Nicole LeDuc* Deminique Endrianna Lobo 
Matthew Khan Alexander Gabriel Kroon Megan Sydney LeVine Josef A. Locastro 
Kristopher Robert Kierys Molly Kruser* Molly Elizabeth Leckron* Christopher Gene Loeber 
Jane Young Kim Danielle Maria Kryszak Eun-Jung Lee Ciarra Logan* 
Sungbeum Kim Marta Malgorzata Kuczaj* Grace Young Lee Danyel Logue* 
Alyssa King* Kevin Michael Kuczkowski Hunter Marcus Lee* Maria Rosa Loiotile* 
Colleen Rachael King* Katelin Marcella Kuczmarski Hyeong-Seon Lee* Rachael Nicole Lombardy 
Lauren Michelle King Lauren Michelle Kuras Jennifer Laijin Lee Morris Nathan Long* 
Margaret Mary King Robert Sebastian Kurland* Timothy George Lee Stephen Casey Long 
Kayla Shea Kinney Sara Elizabeth Kusek Jessica Lynn Leep* Andrew Richard Lonski 
Thomas Michael Kinstle Frank Joseph Kwiatkowski Tim Lehnert* Carolina Lopez 
Steven Kiratsous Harry Michael La Hood* Jessica Leibham Javier Alberto Lopez* 
Matthew Thomas Kissinger Adam Paul LaPalio* Charlie Leifheit * Andrew Wallace Lothian* 
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Dana Lauren Loucas Michael Willis Marquardt Carolyn Denise McCall* Katey Lynn Meyer* 
Brandon Love Ivette Isabella Marquez Michael George McClure Blake Mgbada 
Michelle Elizabeth Loven Teodoro Valente Marrufo Kelly Nicole McCormick Anthony Thomas Miceli* 
Robert T. Luckett Brandon James Marshall Caroline Marie Mccosker* Zachary Aaron Michael* N Megan Elizabeth Ludwig Daniel Lee Marshall* Andrew Jeffrey McCoy* George H. Michaelides 
Ray Lumpp* Isis Nicole Marshall Tara Blaine McCullough Dimokratia Dennis .-f 
Theresa Blondell Luster Janelle F Marshall Ayondela Shawnae McDole* Michalopoulos* 0 
Zachary Kirk Lutz* Loreal Nicola Marshall John Mark McDonald* Michael Joseph Michalski* N Christine Elizabeth Lyons Andrew Scott Martin Michael Jeffrey McDonald Lucas Mccabe Michel 
Dennis Lyons Joel Russell Martin* Brian Joseph McDonough* Chelsea Jo Middendorf* LL 
Catherine Man MacGregor Meisha Darcelle Martin Heather Ann McGraw* Andrea Midderhoff 0 Jennifer Sue Macias Patricia J. Martin Phoebe Ray McHenry* Jason Paul Milbank 
Christopher Edward Mack Claudia Martinez Cara Jean McKay Jessica Michele Miles CJ) 
Samuel Steehan Mack Mario Alejandro Martinez Amanda Christene McKenzie Alexandra Sturm Miller CJ) Bryce Stephen Mackie Roy Steve Martinez Emily Ann McKinney* Kimberly Suzanne Miller• 
Maria Rumann Macsay* Brian Thomas Marzan* Meghan Marie McKinney Megan Miller <x: 
Nicole Bridget Madden Anthony Scott Mason* Maura Elizabeth McManus Myron Y. Miller .....J 
Wilham R. Madden Ill Ciara Mason* Ryan Keith McNeal Nicole M Millette u 
Kelsey Christine Madsen* Lauren Isabel Mast* Colleen Marie McNicholas David James Millspaugh 
Robert Cody Madsen Andrew Richard Matecki Michael McPherson* Maciej Milowicki w 
Carlos Maeda Thomas Sullivan Mathias Talana Marie McPherson Derrick Myles Milton I 
Nicoletta June Maes Angad Mathur Chewanda Laurel McWillis Will Miner I-Julianna Lynne Magana Steven John Matos Bronwyn Anne-Morgan Fahad Minhaj 
Danielle Maggio* Emmanuelle Alexandria Mead* Ashleighanne Nikole Kaur LL 
Brandyn Michael Magnuson Matthews Amber Rose Meade* Minhas 0 Devin Elyssa Mainville* Lucas Mattioda Nicholas Edward Mear Adam F Minorczyk 
Michael Douglas Majer Thomas Matysik* Allison Leslie Meaux Blair Allen Mishleau* I-
Steven Albert Majka Collin Graham Mauro* Nakeia Riyale Medcalf Belinda Mitchell z Eric Allen Makoski Marcella Ann Maute Erika Medina Charles Ellis Mitchell 
Lauren Nicole Makris Asanta Maxwell Elise Anne Meenan* Keturah Levon Mitchell w 
Evangelina Maldonado Gwen Ellen May* Evelina Mehanovic* Mary Mizura ~ Michael Maliwanag Ashley Aja-alexandria Joel Nathan Meirovitz John Andrew Mobley w Grace Maloney Mayfield Maksim Meklin* Etheria Andre Modacure 
Tiaramy Rashon Maloy Nicole Lauren Mayhew Andrew F. Melendez Kelly Moffett u 
Sarah Mary Mammoser Kristin Ann Maynard Marc Andrew Mellens* Shereen Mohammad* z 
Maria G. Mancia Jacob Mays Courtney A. Melzer* Brett Elliot Moist w Matthew Joseph Manetti* Sara Emily Nzraya Mays* Nicole Katherine Mendez Karina Monroy* 
John Anthony Manglardi Kirill Mazor Cristina Marie Mendoza* Monique Noel Montagnese* ~ 
Michael Allan Manuszak* Heliz Jassem Mazouri Janeth Mendoza James Wesley Moody* ~ Jamie Thaddeus Marcelle* Kelley Nicole McAdams Anthony Robert Merevick* Lori Noel Moody 
John Martin Marciniak Katharine Elizabeth Ruth Meridjen* Anne Mooney* 0 
Krysta Elaine Mardon McAuliff* Alexandra Lee Merritt David Walton Mooney u Matthew Maro Ben Garret McBurnett Katherine Marie Messmore Gerhon Gordon Moore 
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Hailee Moore* Mitchel Gerard Nasser Tara Elizabeth Nowak Vincent Manuel Ortegon* 
Kara Elizabeth Moore* Brittany Nattier Sandi F Nowosielski* Benjamin Ortiz* 
LaShera Zenise Moore Jonathan Natzke* Kristen Nicole Nunez Dwight Darryl Osborne 
Lincoln C.K. Moore Charlotte Leigh Nebergall Juan Vicente Nuno Connie Massy Oshana 
Octavia Lerissa Moore Erin Ashley Nederbo* Hermosillo* Kimberly Marr Osment 
Rachael Moore* Austin Alexander Neely Steven Onyekachi Maud Ostby* 
Fernando Mora Lily Marie Neff Nwokocha* Sara Ashley Oster* 
Carmen Aida Morales* Takahiro Nei* Erin Kathleen O'Brien* Adeyanju Faramade Otesile 
Jorge Morales Aaron Joseph Nelson Meghan Elizabeth O'Brien Jessica Jon Ott 
Ladarrar D Morant Aloysius Ali Nelson II Thomas James O'Brien Ill Emily Kulla Owaki* 
Dana Marjorie Morgan Amber Nicole Nelson Bridgid C. O'Connel l* Megan Elizabeth Owen 
James Anthony Moriarty Hannah Leigh Nelson* Michael Ryan O'Connell Deanna Marie Owsley* 
Anna Rose Morrell Katherine Elyse Nelson Claire Elizabeth O'Connor Sarah Elizabeth Ozog 
Brionna Morris Monique Nicole Nelson James Michael O'Connor Jr. Andrea Coral Pabon 
Chance Nicole Morris* Brielle Christine Netherland* Adelita Joan O'Dell-Morrow* Nicole Betty Pacilio* 
Jamie Lee Morrison Bryan Neubauer* Daniel Joseph O'Halloran Julie Padilla 
Stephen Maxwell-Thoma Audrey Corrinne Neumiller* Shannon Marie O'Hara John Michael Pagano 
Mortensen William Neville Katherine Rose O'Leary* Jethrow Palacio 
Gary Phillip Morton Elliot Phillip Nevills* Caitlin Ann O'Malley* Mateo Alejandro Palazuelos 
Danielle Elizabeth Moses Phillip Devlin New Michael Lawrence O'Meara Anthony Jonathan Palermo 
Courtney Corine Mosley Justin William Newcomb Steven Scott O'Neal* Freddy Palomino 
Madison Jane Moss David Davaughn Newhouse Aaron Douglas O'Reel Timothy James Paluska* 
Elise Motzny* Melanie Carter Newman Michelle Erin Oates Samuel James Panayotovich 
Megan Elizabeth Mueller* LaNyah J. Newton* Tess C Obermeier* Jay Panchigar 
Ayanna Abena Muhammad Sakari Shanaee Nichols* Kevin Obomanu Margarita Papalitsas* 
Ashley Nicole Muir* David Christopher Nickerson Anthony Michael Ochoa* Jonathan Joseph Paprocki 
Stephen G. Mulcahy Ethan Nicolas Nicolopoulos Casey Burke Odell* Whitney Bourne Parcells* 
Joshua Daniel Mulder Julie Niemi Joyce Ogban Alicia Pardo* 
Courtney Renee Muller* Nicholas Niemiec Jacquelyn Ann Ohlson* Joshua Robert Parham* 
Terrence Michael Mulrenin Shaun Jason Nilsen Kayleen Ann Ohneck Ohsik Park 
Matthew Joseph Mulvanny Lauren Lynn Nisavic* Mary Jo Ola* Andrew Shaun Parkkila 
Colin Samuel Mumma Max Nitch* Elizabeth Olague Hatie Jane Parmeter 
Kyle Earle Murphey Caitlin Cheyenne Noah Hannah Shaye Oliff* Alissa Ann Parra 
Amanda Marie Murphy Caitlin Rose Nordigan* Ryan Michael Olson Kelsey Anne Parrott* 
Morgan Emma Muse* Lauren Frances Noll* Maegan Deola Onafuye Donte Stephen Partee* 
Trent Ira Musho* Matthew Nordling Lucio Oquendo Jennifer Nicole Partynski 
Ashley Muzenjak* Ashley Nicole Norris Alexandria Orba John Matthew Parypinski* 
Yoshimi Nakamura* Aisha Tahirah Norwood Lea Marie Orlando* Nicole Elisabeth Pascolini* 
Adam Nakutis* Caroline Norwood* David Murray Orlikoff* Khalid Pasha 
Elliot Michael Namay Ill* Andrew Ryan Novak* Juana Orozco Darien Christopher Pasulka 
Ryan Michael Nanni* Katie Alyssa Novak Allison Amelia Orr* Paula Azucena Paternostro 
Nicholas Mecys Narbutas* Amanda Katherine Nowak Rebecca Jill Orrico Shaunna Marie Patterson 
Kyra Suzanne Nash* Ashley Lynn Nowak John Orris Zachery L. Patton* 
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Heather Marie Pauga Tierra S Phillips Amanda Jayne Price* Brent Michael Rawlinson 
David Michael Pavlina• Candice Marie Philpot• cameron Howard Price Keyana Brijon Ray 
Tracy Pawlikowski Michael Ryan Phipps Connor Malone Price Harrison Joseph Raybuck 
Sarah Jane Pawlowski* Anthony James Piccolo* Jenifer Anne Pritchard Aimee Renee Reatherford* N Kristen Marie Paz* Leah Kristine Pickett* Kaitlyn Marie Privett Carissa Marie Rector 
Daniel Andrew Pearce• Carly Marie Piekos Natalie Procopio Jennifer Marie Rector .-1 
Suzanne Marie Pearman• Timothy Douglas Pierzchala Sujittra Promdewet Joseph Demond Reddick 0 
Lindsey Kathleen Pearson• Jessica Lyn Piet• Angelina Pronobis* Kyle Taylor Reden N LaReina Tye Peevy Amanda Marie Pignatello Justin D. Pryce• Brittney Nicole Reecy* 
Jocelyn Peirce Dana Lynn Pikowitz Niche Joy Pryor Morgan Reed* LL 
Brendan Alexander Lauren Marie Piksrys Anna Pshenychny* Aaron Mitchell Reese 0 Peleo-Lazar Jacob Matthew Pilcher Paris Ashley Puckett Danielle Elizabeth Reese 
Noellia June Pena• Zachary ll1omas Pint Bradley David Puent* Lauren Reese• Cf) 
Xingyue Peng* Ruby Jane Pinto• Katarina Marie Puente• Kyle Cristen Reich Cf) Hope Elizabeth Penner Dylan Thomas Piskula Nicholas Munn Puetz Mary Eunice Reid 
Tucker Maxfield Penner• Kevin Joseph Pitts• Brice Edward Puls* Jordan Elizabeth Reinwald* <( 
Courtney Teresa Pentimalli* Daniel Paul Pizzoferrato Preston Ashley Purchase• Robert Allen Reisig .....J 
Laney Pepoon Madeline Renee Platt Thomas John Purrazzo Luis Santiago Remigio u 
Jose Felix Perea-Martinez* Ryan David Plotsky Robert William Puttkammer* Tyler Alberto Rentsch 
Alejandrina Perez Robert Andrew Poepsel* Roman Jaroslau Pylypczak Cruz Antonio Resendiz w 
Andrew Louis Perez Kevin Patrick Pohl* Kiley Allyn Quadrozzi Heather Renee Retzke :r: 
Geraldine Penelope Perez• Tucker Dean Poindexter Alexandra Susan Quattrochi Joseph Paul Reyes I-Joseph Earl Perez Bayley Robert Pokorny* Amra Qudrat Eric Edward Reynolds 
Kayloni Megan Perez Rothwell Conway Polk Ill Robb Aaron Quinn Patricia Anne Reynolds* LL 
Rebecca Lynn Perkins* Matthew Allen Pollack Mariela Quintuna Shane Alan Reynolds 0 Alisa Perocevic Ethan Ray Marvin Polte Juan A. Quispe Terence Jarrell Reynolds 
Larissa Amber Perron Svetlana Pavlovna Polyakova Lydia Rae Raabe* Eliana Danielle Ribitwer I-
Chelsea Renee Perry• Iesha Sherell Pompey Alexandria Radogna Kathryn Leigh Ricard* z Michael Cameron Perry Samantha Clare Pope Mary Sheehan Radosh Kate Leane Rice• 
Carla Marie Pesono• Grant August Portell* Lauren Elizabeth Rady Thomas James. Rich II w 
Emily Peters Brittney Porter Lindsay Marie Rafalski Bethany Paris Richard* ~ Benjamin Lee Peterson Matthew Jacob Porter Caitlin Arlene Rafferty Chloe Jeannine Richard w Celeste Gail Peterson• Brittany Gabrielle Porteus Eldina Rahic Natalie Marie Richards* 
Dan Scott Peterson Jr. Mary Frances Porzelt Safa Nur Rahim Michael Alan Richko* u 
Christine L Petrick Ernesto Posada Jr. Pamela Susan Rakowski Joseph Erdmann Riedel z 
Yeabsira Gebrewold Petros Kyle Thomas Potocki Chris Albert Ramirez Patrick John Riedy w Michael Joseph Petroshus Vaughn Anhalt Potter Crystal Frances Ramirez* Eddie Riggs 
Ciara Nicole Petruna Melissa Powers Rebeca Marie Ramirez Kathleen Riley ~ 
Holly Lynnette Petty Rachel Lynn Powers* Melody Noemi Ramos Timothy Scott Rimnac ~ Andrew Stephen Peyton Matthew William Pratt Lindy Sue Randall* Michael John Ringwalt 
Christin Marie Pfaus Alexandra Leigh Presas* Ramsay Thompson Randall Tuari Scott Rittenhouse* 0 
Neal Richard Phelps Adam Pressley Andrea Nichole Ratliff Brianna Rivera u Jessica Leigh Phillips Alex Lawson Price• Everett Rupert Ravens Cendelia Rivota 
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Vincent Gaetano Rizzo William Raymond Ross* Claire Alison Sangster Blake Christian Schultz 
Albert Roberg* Dylan Victoria Roth* Adam Robert Sankey* Breanna Paige Schumaker* 
Mathew John Roberts* Joshua Phillip Rothenberg Joe Sansone Chad Schurecht 
Stephanie Ann Robertson* Alexander Thomas Roumbos Jonathan Michael Santiago Erin Schwaba 
Derek James Robinson* DeLeesa Ann Rouse Isaiah Santopoalo David Doan Schwartz 
Jay Christian Robinson* Elizabeth Kelley Rowader Deanna Nichole Santoro* Michael Miller Schwartz 
Miles Kenton Robinson Sydney Elizabeth Rowan Guadalupe Nayeli Santoyo Kate Elizabeth Schwarz* 
Patrick Edward Robinson Justine Elizabeth Rowland Adam Christopher Santucci Kevin Charles Schwarz 
Sarah Elizabeth Robinson Ryan Joseph Roxas* Nick Saraga* Marco Gene Scola* 
Skye Brianna Robinson-Hillis Samantha Carol Ruane* Mary J Saran* Angelica Christina Scott 
Mary Kate Robison* Michael Jason Ruby Corey Christine Sasek* Tamerisk Jade Scott 
Edward Alfons Robles Brandon Rudolph David Joel Saunders Eileen Therese Sears* 
Jasmine Aaron Roby Matthew Irwin Ruffino Stephanie Theresa Savidge Jessica Lyn Seaton 
Christopher Rocha Ena Tashe Rush Randall Robert Sawyer Jorian Layne Seay 
Connor Ignatius Roche Erin Eileen Ruskin Ryan Michael Scandiff Katelin Mae Secor 
Sophie Charlotte Rocke Rachael Elizabeth Russakoff Vincent Martin Scannell David Beryl Seeber 
Wesley E. Rodgers Molly Marjorie Alice Dylan Maxwell Schaefer* Sarah Rachel Seeber* 
Ben P Rodig* Ruthenberg* Joshua Deloss Schaeffer Kenneth Steven Sefton* 
Alexandra Rodriguez Jeremy Jacob Ruthstein Lauren Leigh Scharf* Brent Wesley Seifts 
Andre Marc Rodriguez Dennis Pierce Ryan Kathleen Anne Schauer Jordan Kyle Selander 
Augusto Rodriguez Kathryn Ann Ryan Dana McGuire Scheibe Regina Gabrielle Selma* 
Christopher Rodriguez Shannon Mary Ryan Daniel Schein Brittany Ann Seiters* 
Elizabeth Rodriguez Roslanna M Rybak* Cody Clemens Scheppers Mercedes V. Senior Suarez* 
Ivan Andres Rodriguez Laura Catheryn Rynberg* Ed Charles Scherrer* Ca itlin Hauber Sepessy 
Jacqueline Marie Rodriguez Ariel Dov Sadok Allison Leigh Schier Chynna Frances Serna* 
Milay Andrea Rodriguez Jacob Michael Sadowski Madalyn Sara Sch ii ler* Adam Christopher Serwa 
Roberto Rodriguez Steven Joseph Saenz* Dana Schleyer Katherine Marie Sesterhenn 
Victoria Isadora Roe* Tiana Kathleen Sakona* Steffani Schlierf* Earl K. Sewell 
Brittany L. Rogers* Nathan Louis Saks Audrey Schlofner* Ashley Seymour 
Meghan Elisabeth Rogers Koren E. Salajka Sabrina Ann Schmidt* James Phillip Shafer* 
Kriz Axel Rojas Jorey Jacob Salas Abbey Lynn Schmitt Abigail Elizabeth Shaffer 
Lindsey June Romain* Nicole Marie Salera Anthony Reese Schneider Paige Elizabeth Shanley* 
Richard Peter Romanowski Margaret Therese Salerno Oil Ion Scott Schneider Samuel Alan Shapson* 
Matthew Stratton Ronzani Stephanie Jane Salerno* James Robert Schneider Jr. Jana Renee Shaw 
Yaminah Rosa Adam Jay Salsberg Kaitlyn Lee Schneider Allison Kathleen Sheedy* 
Candelaria Rosales Jordon Scott Salveson Cassie Noel Schollmann* Andrew James Sheeran* 
Claudia Rosario Olvera* Evelyn Estela Sanchez Casey Allen Schreffler* Erin Marguerite Sheffer 
Gabrielle Anne Rosas Jonathan Mark Sanchez* Morgan Schreiber Jillian Marie Sherly 
Jordan Aurahm Rosen Victor Alejandro Sanchez Brian Michael Schroeck* John Nicholas Sherman 
Jessica Marie Rosendaul Navinder Sandhu Heidi Marie Schuber Donald William Sherr 
Sydney M Rosenfeld Zach David Sandler* Rebecca Marcella Schullo Julia Anne Shettler 
Sean Michael Roslon Katian Estefania Sandoval Samantha Corrie Schulman Marsha Nannette Shields 
Joe Alex Ross Ashley Banks Sands Ashlee Jordan Schultz* Natasha Nineveh Shino 
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Pablo Wolfe 
Emes Kanoa Wolfe-Doblin 
Kathryn Lorraine Walterman* 
Crystal Corinne Wood* 
Katherine Elizabeth Wood 
Kendra Janine Woodard 
Qadree H. Woodland 
Taqueria Miata Woods* 
Katelyn Josephine Woolcott* 
William Russell Woolery 
Bianca Taylor Word* 
Alisha Kathryn Workman* 
Elizabeth Rachel Wright* 
Katherine Hutchinson 
Wyand* 
Danelle Kathleen Wylder 
Michael G. Wytrykus* 
loannis John Xydis* 
Christopher Yankton 
Rebecca Lynn Yaworski* 
Edward Richmond Yeakel* 
Daniel Jinkyu Yi 
Nicole Marie Yoder 
Gabriel Elias Younes* 
Dylan A Young 
Kai Anthony Young 
Tess Young 
Elisa Danielle Yousett 
Kelsey Marie Zaccagnini 
Eric Zace 
Kathryn Beth Zacuto 
Alex Joseph Zahorchak 
Samantha Jo Zale 
Jennifer Monique Zambrano 
Michael David Zande* 
Igor Boris Zasepsky 
Rebecca Anne Zborowski* 
Kelsey Lee Zeigler 
Lauren Patricia Zens 
Guan Chao Zhang 
Michael Zilbergleyt 
Angela Renee Ziles 
Alexis Anne Zimmerlein 
Anne Marie Zimmerman* 
Danny Lee Zimmerman* 
Rebekah Ann Zimmerman 
Rosangela Zivoli 
Michael Thomas Zoccoli 
Ben Mimon Zahar 
Daniel Alexander Zuniga 
Sarah Elizabeth Zwinklis 
Elizabeth Ann Zwolski* 
Patti Katherine Zygmunt 
Rachel Christine Zyzda* 
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CAN DIDATES FOR THE 
SECOND BACHE LOR OF ARTS D EGREE 2012 
Arthit Assaranurak* Deborah Ann Harper* Ramon Jean-Paul Masuda* 
Daniel Ross Barness* Whitney Hayes* Michael Kevin O'Malley* 
Jasmit Behl Jacquelyn C K Humphrey* Marquita Jenice Raines 
Aris Spring Bordo* Ervin Alex Johnson* Sandra Carol Rogers* 
Kaci Boston Colin Joyce* Roel Sanchez* 
Rebecca Christensen* Jieun Kim* Joshua Schottenstein* 
Amanda Sue Cline Jieun Kim* Malissa Scofield* 
Sean Brey Clouser* Michelle Kurzynski* Christopher Aaron Smith* 
Zixiong Cui* Christopher LaFrombois* Jill Pamela Specks-Alexander* 
Michael Charles Gallagher* Dana Elaine Lambert* Erin Coddington Staley* 
Christine Anne Garvey* Evyson Lamiao* Bryant Adam Thompson* 
Kristin Marie Gillespie* Hannah Leigh Liberty* John W. Wawrzaszek* 
Diana Maria Gonzalez* Mei·Jung Lin* Katherine Ann Weber* 
Vanessa Ilona Grass* Rocio Lopez* Rachel Courtney Whitehead 
John S. Gregg* Salvatore Anthony Lupica* Alexis Anne Worley* 
Afrodita Hajdini* Pattie Mackenzie Patricia Nasrat Yono* 
Agnes Hamerlik* Tracy Mailloux* 
* Cum Laude (with praise), 
Final designation will be posted on student's final transcript. 
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Columbia College Chicago Special thanks to Gigi Site Production Arts, Entertainment, & 
would like to extend most Posejpal. Director of Charles Gomez. Media Management 
sincere thanks to the faculty, International Student Site Producer Interns 
staff, students, alumni, Affairs and Chris Richert, Debra Liddell, Emily Dalhquist ('13) N 
and friends of the College Journalism Department, Stage Manager Kelly Deasy ('13) 
"'"' 
whose hard work and for calling the graduates' Sarah Gentile (' 12) 0 talent have made the 2012 names. Arrangements The Creative Services Office Stuart Hannon ('13) 
Commencement possible. for the 2012 Honorees Mary Forde. Assistant Dave Jones(' 13) N 
provided by the Office of Vice President Katie Kirk ('13) LL. 
Student Affairs and its Office Institutional Advancement Corey Plazak, Robert Kozyra ('15) 0 of Special Events would also (Eric Winston, Vice President: Production Manager Colleen Mares(' 12) 
like to extend heartfelt thanks Diana Cazares, Director of Abigail Friedman, David McEachin (' 13) U) 
to the Offices of the President, Event Operations; Kristin Graphic Designer Lynsey Mukomel ('15) U) 
Institutional Advancement. Barbour. Event Operations Anita Strejc, Tanisha Pina ('13) <( 
Campus Environment, Coordinator: Adrienne Production Technician Sean Quigley ('06) 
_J 
Business Affairs, Academic McGee, Events Operations Timothy Rimna ('12) 0 Affairs, the Provost, the Coordinator: and Lynda The Office of Student John Sinshack ('15) 
Graduate Office and the Deans Tetteh, Development Communications w 
of the Schools of Fine and AssistanVFront Desk). Norman Alexandroff. Director Marketing I Performing Arts, liberal Arts Susie Kirkwood, Print Communication Intern I-and Sciences, and Media Arts The 2012 Commencement Communications Coordinaotor Brandon Hammer ('14) 
as well as their talented faculty Producers would also like to Brendan Metzger, Web LL. 
and staff for their support. recognize the following: Development Coordinator Program Award and 0 
Banner Images 
Commencement is produced ASL - English Audio Arts and Acoustics Jacob Watts ('12) I-
by the Division of Student Interpretation Interns z 
Affairs (Mark E. Kelly, Vice Esteban Amaro Stuart Hannon ('13) Commencement Lead w 
President; Jill Summers, Jenna Baugh Robert Kozyra ('15) Production Interns ~ Office of Special Events: and Jennifer Day-catterson Dave Jones ('13) Colleen Mares ('12) 
Marvin Cohen, Registrar) Brianne DeKing Sean Quigley ('06) David McEachin ('13) w 
in cooperation with the Nicole Meyer (' 12) John Sinshack ('15) 0 
staff of the Office of the Jennifer Porter z 
President. the Office of Steve Saenz ('12) w 
Institutional Advancement, Christy Thomas ~ the commencement volunteer Duriyah Wilborn 
staff, and the entire Columbia ~ 
community. 0 
0 
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Manifest & Industry 
Events Clip 
Cinematographers 
Damon Hennessey 
Marie-Joelle Rizk ('98) 
Jim Histed ('09) 
Stephan Mazurek 
Production Assistants 
Brandon Wood (' 13) 
Thomas Hall ('13) 
John Fecile ('11) 
Josh Fisch ('1 1) 
Composer 
Cooper Rich ('12) 
Producers 
Green River Films, Inc.: 
Sam Sanders ('01) 
John Farbrother ('03) 
Editor 
John Farbrother ('03) 
Commencement Preshow 
Joe Cerqua, 
Producer / Di rector 
Steve Hadley, 
Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, 
Music Department Chair 
Learnalilgivinanlovin 
By Gotye 
Perlormed by the Pop Rock 
Ensemble: Showcase 
Beat It 
Written by Michael Jackson 
Perlormed by the R&B 
Ensemble 
Get It On 
Written by Brian Culbertson 
Arranged by Scott Hall 
Perlormed by the Columbia 
College Jazz Ensemble 
When I Get 1here 
Written by Kirk Franklin 
Perlormed by the Columbia 
College Gospel Choir and 
the Columbia College Jazz 
Ensemble 
n1e Letter 
Written by The Box Tops 
Perlormed by the Pop Rock 
Ensemble: Showcase 
New Attitude 
Written by Sharon Theresa 
Robinson, Jon Gilutin, 
and Bunny Hull 
Perlormed by the 
R&B Ensemble 
Blue ·n • Boogie 
Written by Dizzy Gillespie 
Arranged by Slide Hampton 
Perlormed by the Columbia 
College Jazz Ensemble 
Love Train 
Written by Kenny Gamble & 
Leon Huff 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
Perlormed by the Columbia 
College Gospel Choir and 
the Columbia College Jazz 
Ensemble 
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Where Have All the Cowboys Gone 
Written by Paula Cole 
Perlormed by the The Pop Rock 
Ense,nble: Showcase 
I Seil/ Haven't Found What I'm 
Looking For 
Written by U2 
Arranged by Carey Dead man 
The R&B Ensemble, The 
Columbia College String 
Ensemble, The Columbia College 
Gospel Choir, and n1e Columbia 
College Jazz Ensemble 
Columbia College 
Jazz Ensemble 
Scott Hall, Director 
1st Alto, Keenan Foley* 
2nd Alto, Chakeiya Richmond 
1st Tenor, Tyler Gasek 
2nd Tenor, Alex Kerwin 
Baritone, Landon LeMoine 
1st Trumpet. Sam Harris 
2nd Trumpet, Kyle Miller 
3rd Trumpet, David Vessella* 
4th Trumpet. Parris Fleming 
5th Trumpet. Joshua Miranda 
1st Trombone, Xavier Galdon 
2nd Trombone, Trevor Schulze 
3rd Trombone, Tyler Schlossman 
4th Trombone, Ryan McRobie 
Bass Trombone, Ken Urbanski 
Roy Arsenault, drums 
Bill Cessna, piano 
Justin Kopczynski, guitar 
John Lauler*, bass 
LaShera Moore*, vocals 
Mat Roberts* , drums 
R&B Ensemble Showcase 
aka: The Soul Citizens 
Chuck Webb, Director 
Heidie Fifield, vocals 
Norris Jackson*. vocals 
Antonio Ross, vocals 
Cherise Thomas, vocals 
Michael Byrnes, bass 
Daniel Dancel, guitar 
Keelan Jones, drums 
Taylor Streiff, keyboards 
Columbia College String 
Ensemble 
Hannah Watson*. violin 
Tom Franquinelli, violin 
Sidney Hall , viola 
Kelsee Vandervall, cello 
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Pop Rock Ensemble: 
Showcase 
William Boris, Director 
Tyler Anselmo. guitar, vocals 
James Bence, guitar, vocals 
Thomas Graham, drums 
Kelsey Madsen, Vocals 
Taylor Streiff. keys 
Brittany Thompson, vocals 
Zach Wcislo, vocals 
Hert Yamaya, bass 
Columbia College 
Gospel Choir 
Walter Owens. Director 
Alexandria Adukeh 
LaQualon Choice 
Brent Crumpton 
Austin Echols 
Taylor Leet 
Ciera Marcano 
Adrienne McDaniel 
Ashley Mondisa 
LaShera Moore* 
Brianna Nunn 
Ashley Otis 
Jasmine Parks 
Erin Roche 
Antonio Ross 
Cydni Shepard 
Adrienne Thomas 
Merina Vjetrovic 
Jason Wardell 
Tim Young 
•class of 2012 Graduating Sen,or. 
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Board of Trustees 
Chair 
Allen M. Turner 
Vice Chairs 
Warren K. Chap,nan, Ph.D. 
Richard Kiphart 
Sylvia Neil 
Treasurer 
Ralph W. Gidwitz 
Secretary 
Madeleine Moore Burrell 
President 
Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
Trustees 
Andrew J.N. Alexander 
Lester Coney 
Steve Devick 
Susan V. Downing 
Allan R. Drebin , Ph.D. 
Georgia Fogelson 
John R. Gehron 
Mary Louise Haddad 
Joan Hammel 
Bill Hood 
Chester T. Kamin 
Pamela Kendall-Rijos 
Paul R. Knapp 
Marcia Lazar 
Averill Leviton 
Barry A. Mayo 
Howard Mendelsohn 
Madeline Murphy Rabb 
Joseph F. Peyronnin Ill 
Arlen D. Rubin 
Barry M. Sabloff 
Joseph T. Seminetta 
Asha L. I. Spencer 
Ellen Stone Bel ic 
Arthur M. Sussman 
Allison Grant Williams 
Hugh C. Williams 
Robert A. Wislow 
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Lifetime Trustees 
David S. Solomon, M.D. 
Trustees Emeritus 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 
Victor Skrebneski 
Sydney Smith Gordon 
Honorary Trustee 
Bill Kurtis 
Senior Administration 
President 
Warrick L. Carter. Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Interim Provost 
Louise Love. Ph.D. 
Vice President, Campus Environment 
Alicia Berg 
Inter im Vice President, Business 
Affairs and Chief Financial Officer 
Patty Heath 
Vice President, 
Planning and Compliance 
Anne E. Foley 
Vice President and General Counsel 
Annice M. Kelly, Esq. 
Vice President, Student Affairs 
Mark Kelly 
Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Eric V.A. Winston, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Media Arts 
Robin Bargar. AMusD 
Associate Vice President, 
Academic Research 
and Dean of the Library 
Jo Cates 
Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Deborah Holdstein, Ph.D. 
Dean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Eliza Nichols, Ph.D. 
Associate Provost for Faculty Affairs 
Len Strazewski 
Associate Vice President 
and Dean of Students 
Sharon Wilson-Taylor, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Michael Anderson 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs 
T,m Bauhs 
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Associate Vice President 
and Chief of Staff 
Paul Chiaravalle 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs and Controller 
Kevin Doherty 
Associate Vice President, 
Public Relations, Marketing 
and Advertising 
Diane Doyne 
Associate Vice President, 
Facilities and Construction 
John Kavouris 
Associate Vice President, 
Campus Safety and Security 
Robert Koverman 
Associate Vice President, 
Academic Affairs 
Susan Marcus, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President, 
Enrollment Management 
Debra McGrath 
Associate Vice President, 
Information Technology 
Bernadette McMahon 
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Associate Dean, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Bill Frederking 
Associate Dean, 
School of Media Arts 
Alton Miller 
Associate Dean, 
School of liberal Arts and Sciences 
Neil Pagano, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean, 
library and Academic Research 
R. Conrad Winke 
Assistant Provost 
Pegeen Quinn 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Health and Support 
Beverly Anderson, Ed.D. 
Assistant Dean, 
Administrative Services, 
School of Media Arts 
Charles Castle 
Assistant Dean, Assistant Vice President, 
Budget and Planning Academic Support 
School of Fine and Performing Arts Julie Redmond 
Jessica Davenport 
Assistant Vice President, 
Planning and Director of 
Institutional Research 
Royal Dawson 
Assistant Vice President, 
Creative Services 
Mary Forde 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Development 
Bill Friedman 
Assistant Dean, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sharon Hekman 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising, 
School of Media Arts 
Pattie Mackenzie 
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Assistant Dean, 
Budget and Planning 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Sayma Riaz 
Assistant Dean, 
Student Life 
Kari Sommers 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising, 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Keri Walters 
Assistant Dean, 
Faculty Advising and LAS Initiatives, 
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Andrew Whatley 
Department Chai rs 
Tite School of Fine and Performing Arts The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences The School of Media Arts 
Art and Design 
Jay Wolke 
Arts, Entertainment, 
and Media Management 
Philippe Ravanas 
Dance 
Onye Ozuzu 
Dance/ Movement Therapy 
and Counseling 
Susan Imus 
Fashion Studies 
Debra Riley Parr, Ph.D. 
Fiction Writing 
Patricia McNair. Acting 
Music 
J. Richard Dunscomb 
Photography 
Peter Fitzpatrick 
Theatre 
John Green, Ph.D. 
ASL - English Interpretation 
Carly Flagg 
Education 
Carol Lloyd Rozansky, Ph.D. 
English 
Jeff Schiff. Ph.D .. Acting 
Humanities, History, 
and Social Sciences 
Cadence Wynter. Ph.D., Acting 
Science and Mathematics 
Constantin Rasinariu, Ph.D. 
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Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Pantelis vassilakis, Ph.D. 
Film & Video 
Bruce Sheridan 
Interactive Arts and Media 
Joseph Cancellaro, Acting 
Interdisciplinary Arts 
Michelle Citron, Ph.D. 
Journalism 
Nancy Day 
Marketing Communication 
Margaret Sullivan 
Radio 
Barbara Calabrese 
Television 
Michael Niederman 
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Centers and Institutes 
Anchor Graphics 
David Jones, Executive Director 
Center for Black Music Research 
Monica Hairston, Ph.D., 
Executive Director 
Center for Book and Paper Arts 
Steve Woodall, Director 
Center for Community Arts Partnerships 
David Flatley, Executive Director 
Chicago Jazz Ensemble 
Kate Dumbleton, Executive Director 
2012 Faculty Emeritus 
Associate Professor Emeritus, Fashion 
Dennis Brozynski 
Professor Emeritus, Film & Video 
Dan Dinello 
Associate Professor Emerita, Fashion 
Dianne Erpenbach 
Columbia College Chicago Press 
R. Conrad Winke, Acting Director 
Ellen Stone Be lie Institute for the Study of 
Women and Gender in the Arts and Media 
Jane Saks. Executive Director 
Library 
Jan Chindlund, Director 
Museum of Contemporary Photography 
Natasha Egan, Director 
Professor Emerita, Photography 
Barbara Kasten 
Associate Professor Emeritus, Photography 
Peter LeGrand 
Associate Professor Emeritus, Art + Design 
George Thompson 
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A BRIEF H I STORY AND INTRODUCTION 
TO TODAY'S ACADEMIC REGALIA 
Each year soon-to-be graduates of colleges and universities across America prepare to walk across the stage, clothed in 
caps and gowns symbolizing the successful completion of their academic endeavors. The significance of their color, size 
and cut can all vary based on institution, degree, and discipline. All of the particular practices of commencement attire 
are the result of a rich history of practices spanning centuries. 
HI STORY 
Wearing of academic dress is a tradition that has been practiced for nearly seven hundred years. Subsequent centuries 
brought many individualized institutional changes to this apparel and by the 1890s, it was deemed time to standardize 
the uniform of college and university commencement garb. In 1895, the code of the Intercollegiate Commission in 
the United States was adopted by American colleges and universities regulating cut, style and material of gowns and 
hoods, along with the colors attri buted to each discipline. In 1932 the American Council on Education (ACE) appointed 
a committee to review these guidelines, resulting in the Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide, adopted by 
the vast majority of institutions in the United States. Additional changes to this guide were made a few times during the 
twentieth-century with the most recent updates taking place twenty five years ago. 
TODAY'S REGA LIA 
The regalia which you see before you today reflects the code revisions of 1986. Some innovations are specific to 
Columbia College Chicago's status as a fine, visual, performing and media arts institution. 
The cap and gown assignments are as follows: bachelor's degree recipients wear black caps and gowns; master's 
degree recipients wear silver and gray caps and gowns, and will be awarded a hood as part of the ceremonial conferring 
of the degree while on stage. 
GOWNS 
Gowns recommended for use in the colleges and universities in the Unites States have the following characteristics. The 
gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master's degree 
has an oblong sleeve. open at the wrist and is designed to be worn either open or closed. The gown for the doctor's 
degree, worn by some faculty, has bell-shaped sleeves and is designed to be worn open or closed. 
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Gowns for the bachelor's or master's degrees are 
untrimmed. Faculty with doctorate degrees wear a gown 
faced down the front with black velvet and three velvet bars 
across the sleeves. These velvet items may be in a color 
distinctive of the disciplines to which the degree was earned 
and will also match the color of the edge of the hood. 
HOODS 
The hood colors correspond to each of the graduate degrees 
offered at Columbia College Chicago: 
Master of Fine Arts: 
Master of Arts: 
Master of Arts in Teaching: 
dark brown 
white 
light blue 
Master of Arts Management: peacock blue 
Within each hood is a satin lining representing the colors 
of Columbia College at the time the tradition began: 
periwinkle with a silver chevron placed in the center. The 
edging of the hood is made from velvet or velveteen, and 
is three inches wide for master's degree recipients with 
the color determined by the subject to which the degree 
pertains. 
H EADGEAR 
Mortarboard caps have attached to them either silver 
tassels or an honor student's gold tassel. All tassels have a 
Columbia College signet at the top. 
Faculty with doctoral degrees wear an eight-sided velvet 
tam while all other faculty wear mortarboards. 
MEDALLIONS 
The stage party is fitted with accessories to their ceremonial 
garb, including medallions, and, in the President's case, a 
ceremonia l chain. 
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Photo courtesy of College Archrves and Digital Collections. 
Our President's medallion and chain is made of silver and was created by sculptor and adjunct Columbia faculty 
member Miklos P. Simon. It contains one large disc on the bottom with the official seal of the college. The college's 
motto sits atop the image with the founding year, 1890, sitting below. Smaller coins are connected to the large 
medallion, with eight coins each containing a portrait of one of the college's past presidents. 
Trustees of the College wear a small medallion on a silver ribbon. The Chairman of the Board's medallion hangs on a 
gold ribbon, and the other officers of the board's medallions are hung on green ribbons. 
Photo oourtesy of ~ lege Archives all(! Digital Collections.. 
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COMMENCEMENT OF THE CLASS OF 2012 
PHOlO: JACOB WATTS. PHOTOGRAPHY OEPARTM(NT COMPETITION WINNER, CLASS OF 2012 
Tt11S PICC:£ \\'-'S PR1'111CO ON PAPER \\ITH 101' POST 
CO~SVMER CO~r[tH. 
